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Chapter I 

Perhaps in the whole field of education no problem 

is more persistent in presenting itself and causes more per-

plexity to the school administrator and classroom teacher 
l*. 

than the problem of school discipline. According to Wal-

ter R• Smith in his book entitled CONSTRUCTIVE SCHOOL DIS-
2. 

CIJ;>LINE, at least twenty per cent of all failures of be-

ginning teachers can be traced to this source with perhaps 

w:i equal number who tall. into the class of undesirables 

because of weakness in this particular. statistics ere not 

available, but it can hardly be doubted that in both the 

elementary and the high school many student failures are due 

either to the general laxity of discipline or to discipline · 

wrongly applied. 

However, there is still another reason for the im-

portance ot discipline as a factor in education. To discip-

line is to teach, according to the derivation of the word, 

and it is likely that through discipline rather than through 

any particular portion of the curriculum the character of 

children is developed. Precept is no longer considered 

adequate in chara~ter building• It is what children do rath-

er than what they are tol9. they should do that determines 

what sor~ of men and women they will be• Discipline controls 

* Numbers rater to references on the first page in. the appendix. 
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the "doing", or motivates it, and thus becomes the main tac-

tor in character building, which is conceded on all sides to 

be one of the chief functions or the public school• 

Indeed, . according to Dean William F. Russell or 

Teachers' Oollege,'we tail utterly it we tail in building 

in our youth right character. In his address to the Depart-

ment of superintendence at its annual meeting at Cleveland 

in February, 1929, Dean Russell makes the following state-

ment: "Character education is not merely a matter o:t im-

portance, it is the outstanding end or our education. To 

the degree we achieve it, we succeed; to the degree that 1 t 
3. 

eludes our grasp, ~n that measure we tail." That the mat• 

tar of character building is inextricably bound up with the pro-

blem· of discipline is shown in a further stat~ent of the same 

speaker when he says, "**research in character education points 

to the need of a happy pupil• *****I mean an unworried life, 

a respect for the teacher, a sympathy :tor the ideals ot the 
4. 

school, an enthusiasm for the group to which he belongs." 

William o. Be.Slay, professor of education in Teachers• 

College, in an address before the same body ot administrators 

concludes his remarks by saying that there could be no better 

motto of an education theory to meet the needs ot democracy in 

an industrialized civilization than "Through discipline to 

freadon." \Vhile Bagley had especial reference to discipline as 
L 
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opposed to what he ce.lls the "soft sentimental.ism" of the newer 

"freedom" theory, it remains true that nothing in the school 

curriculum so lends itself to the training of character as 

that which is commonly known as "school discipline.• Any 

study, therefore, which looks to the improvement of this phase 

ot education is justifiable, no matter how meager may be its 

contribution to an ideal solution• 
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Chapter II 

Related Literature 

The literature on school discipline is almost un• 

limited. The earlier studies are given over quite largely 

to devices for maintaining order and methods of classroom 

control. Generally in these volumes the •school virtues" 

and "school vices" were enumerated and some advice given for 

the cultivation of the former and the elimination of the lat• 

ter. Oases were frequently cited but seldom diagnosed ex-

cept in the most rudimentary fashion. The psychology back of 

the pupil's act was seldom thought of. Lying was lying and 

stealing was stealing, whoever the guilty one might be, or 

whatever the motive prompting the act. Punishments were more 

or less stereotyped and were such as would best suit the con-

venience of the teacher and keep her out of trouble with her 

patrons. 

The story of the EVOLUTION OF DODD was . among the 

first efforts to study the child's behavior in the light ot 

the teachings of psychology. This volume has not only been 

imitated, but of recent years writers on the subject ot dis-

cipline have been at mu.ch more labor to find out underlying 



causes of misbehavior or other unsocial attitudes in school 

and to determine remedies rather than punishments. 
5. 

Bagley in his SCHOOL DISCIPLINE gives an excell• 

ent treatment of the subject in general going quite deeply 

into methods of transforming the unrUly school. Perry in his 
5. 

volume entitled DISCIPLINE AS A SCHOOL PROBLJ!M closely ap-

proaches the idea that underlies this study as does Stableton, 
7. 

also, in his book entitled YOUR PROBLmvfS AND MINE. Stable-

ton, however, is somewhat inclined to throw a sort of' senti-

mental halo around his cases, too many ot which have the popular 

"and they lived happily ever after" type of ending. 

Among the books on school discipline published during 
a. . . 

the past few years, that ot Vlalter R. Smith of the University 

ot Kansas is one of the best. Mu.ch more attention has been , 

gi van by Smith to underlying principles than is customary. One 

ot the latest books, and one which follows the plan of this 

study in some of its detail, is entitled CHIIDREN''S BEB:A.VIOR AND 

TEACHEBS' ATTITUDES. This book was publishe~ by the Commonweal th 

Fund and is a careful study ot school discipline as it actually 

exists in two of the larger cities of the United states. If 

this book had appeared somewhat sooner, it would have proved ot 

great service in the present study. 

A large number ot books on psychology as related to 

school problems contain valuable material for the student of 
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school discipline. Although published some years ago, THE 
9. 

PSYCHOLOGY OF CHILDHOOD by Norsworthy and Whitley is one ot 

the best ot these. The educational magazines contain a large 

number ot excellent articles on various phases of the problem 

ot discipline.· Conspicuous mnong these is a series of case 

studies published in the .TO'Q'.aNAL OF THE NATIONAL EDUCATION 10. . , I 

ASSOCIATION. A list ot the more valuable books and period-

icals dealing with this subject will be found in the biblio-

graphy appended to this thesis. 
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Chapter III 

Character ot School Enrollment 

In most respects Augusta is a typical Kansas com-

munity with a population ot somewhat more than tour thousand. 

However, the town has some peculiarities that probably attect 

the problem under discussion, and these should be noted. 

The popuiation, with the exception of a few Mexicans 

employed by the Santa Fe Railway, is almost one hundred per 

cent American. Only three children in the total enrollment 

were born outside ot the United States, and less than a half 

dozen have foreign born parents. The original settlers were 

largely from the southern states, but tor sane reason the negro 

was not tolerated in the 001mnnnity until· after the World War. 

Even now there are but three negroes enrolled in the Augusta 

public schools. 

While the population ot Augusta is .American, it is 

far from being native Kansan, perhaps much less so than the 

average community of the state. Out of the' 812 children en-

rolled in the Augusta schools on May 1, 1928, 300 wel'& born 

outside ot the State ot Kansas. Three states, usually called 

"Southern" furnished 2J.7 of that total and seventeen others 

came from states south ot the Mason and Dixon Line. Thus a 

total of 234 children in the Augusta schools on the first ot 
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May, 1928, came from sections ot the country where education is 

more or less back.ward. One hundred twenty-nine ot these children, 

or somewhat more than one-half of those coming trpm Southern· 

states,· are enrolled in second or third divisions of their grades. 

Many ot these children present very real disciplinary 

problems. Because ot their retardation, children ot adolescent, 

and even post-adolescent age, have to be placed with much younger 

children. In one instance a seventeen year old boy, unable ~o 

read or write, was placed in a third division ot the first grade. 

He did not return to school the next year as he had married dur-

ing the sunnner • Similar instances of marriage in the low~r grades 

have not been uncommon• Practically all truancy and attendance 

cases arise within this group. 

The J;>arents ot these children are in many oases of the 

typical Southern "poor white" class. The men find emplo:yment at 

the commonest and most J;>Oorly paid labor in the oil f ieids or 

refinery. Families are frequently so large that in many cases 

home conditions are inconceivably bad. Mal-nourishment, incip-

ient tuberculosis, and even venereal disease are not uncamnon. 

More than one thousand quarts of milk were furnished tree to und-

ernourished children during the last school year. The eleven 

cases of scabies and the fifteen cases of pedioulosis reported 

last year by the school nurse were all found among these children 

· and the Mexicans. 
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Very little cooperation can be expected from the 

parents of these pupils. Only the tear ot the Compulsory 

School Attendance law makes them keep their children in school. 

Tb.es.a people constitute a floating population which in itself 

presents a serious instructional and disciplinary problem. The 

tum-over of common labor in the oil field and refinery is very 

large. Withdrawals are exceedingly frequent, many children being 

in school only a few weeks. Sometimes the same child will enter 

school, move away, return and re-enter as many as two or three 

times during the school year. Under such conditions children f'ini 

it hard to adjust themselves to the standards of' the system and 

frequently become serious ,scho.oi problems not only in regard to 

discipline but instruction as well. - Given _two or three years of 

unbroken attendance, they frequently show great improvement, not 

only in their studies, but in their general habits of living. 
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Chapter IV 

School organization ana Teaching Statt 

The Augusta elementary schools consist ot a kinder-

garten, the tive primary and intermediate grades, and a junior 

high school composed ot the last three years ot the elementary 

school,--the sixth, seventh, and eighth grades. The three 

hundred children ot the kindergarten and first and second grades 

. attend school in one building. Almost exactly the same number 

of third, tourth, and titth grade children occupy a second build-

ing, while the 270 children of the sixth, seventh, and eighth 

grades, constituting the junior high school, have their own 
' " 

building fully equipped tor the teaching of manual training.and 

home economics. The organization ot these last three grades, as 

well as the method ot instruction, is that of the standard junior 

high school. 

Playground is fairly adequate for each student group, al-

though it has been somewha.t encroached upon by new buildings during 

the last few years. All playground apparatus, with the exception 

ot a few horizontal bars, has been removed, and, in this connect• 

ion, it is significant that the only playground accidents ot a 

serious nature that have occurred in several years have been.con-

nected with the use ot the horizontal bars. Play is organized 

and adapted to the grade. In other words, play is· considere.d 
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a part of the school curriculum and the teacher with the aid of 

the pupils plans i'or 1 t the same as she plans any other part of 

her school work. All teachers are on the grounds at recesses and 

all students, unless physically unfit, take part in the play. 

While no reliable figures are available, this system has proved 

a great aid in eliminating fighting, profanity, and other misde• 

meanors from the pupil group. 

The fact that there are no "ward" buildings in Augusta 

and that all students of' one grade attend the same building, has 

made it possible to divide each grade on the basis of' mental 

ability, or the ability to proceed with school work. In the low-

er grades there are regularly three divisions, but in the upper 

grades the decreased enrollment aomet imes makes it necessary to 

reduce the number of di visions to two. In all cases, except in 

the junior high school where students pass trom tea~her to. teach-

er as in the senior high school, one teacher handles one division 

only. As a rule the first di visions, that is; the di visions con-

taining the brightest children, are the largest, while an effort 

is made to keep the number of students small in the third div-

isions. Divisions are based on the. results of' mental ability or 

achievement tests, though other factors, including teachers' 

judgments, are not ignored. Divisions are not hard and fast and 

it frequently happens that a chiid passes trom one to an.other 

during the school year. 

The teaching staff of the Augusta elementary schools is 
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at least average. Inexperienced teachers are sometimes employed, 

but all teachers are required to have at least sixty hours of 

training beyond the high school. As a matter of fact, the aver-

age number of hours of such training for teachers in the Augusta 

elementary schools is ninety. Seven of the twenty-five teachers 

concerned in this study may be called "home girls". Two ot the 

twenty-ti ve are men, one of these being the principal of the 

junior high school and the other the teacher of manual training 

in that department. Only two of the total number under consider-

ation were teaching their first year. 
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Chapter V 

The Specific Problem of This Study 

This thesis does not deal with the problem of dis-

cipline in its larger aspects, except by implication. · It is 

a study in the field of school discipline as it i~.- actually 

maintained today. The investigation· is limited to the elem-

entary schools of Augusta, Kansas. No attempt has been made 

to :parade successes or to hide failures. The situation with both 

its good and bad features is presented as nearly as possible as 

it actually exists. A few generalizations are made, but with 

·no idea of extending their application beyond the confines of 

the school system under investigation. 

The thesis includes a study of the common misdemean-

ors of the schoolroom* and playground and the remedial measures 

or punishments which the teacher uses. When the study was begun, 

it was hoped that the motive back of the methods used in secur-

ing discipline might be determined, but as tabulations have pro-

ceeded and the written connnents of teachers studied, the idea of 

making this part ot the study worth while has had to be aban-

doned. 

As has al.ready been said, many authorities claim that 

the lack of ability to control is the greatest factor in the 

*A list ot misdemeanors is found in the appendix. 
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failure ot teachers. For that reason an attempt has been made to 

analyZe the discipline of the various teachers in the elementary 

schools ot Augusta with the idea of determining whether or not 

the 1nd1 vidual teacher realizes the importance of discipline as 

an element in her success. 

Since discipline is one of the chiet means of building 

character, and as character governs conduct in all contacts ot lite, 

it is a part ot the problem of this thesis to determine as far as 

possible how much "carry-over" into other places discipline has m 

it is administered in the Augusta elementary schools. 

However, as intimated in the first paragraph of this 
.. 

chapter, it is the aim ot this study to present as clearly as 

possible a view of present day school discipline as it exists in 

the elementary schools of Augusta. 
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Chapter VI 

Methods of Procedure 

The method used in this study has ·been the general 

one of investigation. An effort has been made to find out 

what the chief offenses against school discipline are in the 

elementary schools of Augusta, when they occur, what remedial 

measures are used by t_he teachers, and, as far as possible, to 

ascertain with what results. 

The tabulations in this thesis cover the period of 
• ·the school year 1927-1928, and only incidentally concern them-

selves with events either before or after those dates. However, 

preliminary studies were made in the school years 1925-1926 and 

1926-1927 which proved very valuable in getting ready for the 

final investigation, of which this thesis is the resul~• 

For instance, during the school year 1925•1926 an 

attempt was made to have all teachers keep individual conduct 

records of their students. These were to be tiled with the sup-

erintendent at the close 9f the year. Blanks were prepared on 

the mimeograph and distributed to the teachers with what seemed 

at the time to be very definite instructions. The results ob• 

tained were exceedingly meager and could not be used as the basis 

of any conclusions. 
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The next year a new blank was made and printed, a 

definite list of offenses prepared, and more definite directions 

for reporting given. The results obtained were much better but 

not entirely satisfactory. Daily reports from ea·ch teacher were 

not required with. the result that teachers were inclined to grew 

careless end failed to report many cases that should have been 

noted. 

For the year 1927-1928 an improved Discipline Report 

Card* was provided, a revised list ot offenses prepared, and 

still more definite directions tor reporting given• A. card was 

required to be properly filled in and sent to the superintendent 

each day by each teacher regardless of whether or not there had 

been any disciplinary cases in her classes. This system brought 

results that proba~ly come as near to showing real conditions as 

it can be hoped to obtain. A perusal of the cards sent to the 

office ot the superintendent will show that the teachers tor the 

most part, . at Jeast, have given very accurate accounts of happen-

ings. The fact t}lat they have often reported 1 tams not to their 

credit would tend to prove this statement. 

In addition to these daily reports, each teacher in the 

elementary schools of Augusta has for sane years been asked to 

make a careful study of her worst disciplinary problems. Toward 

the close of the shhool year the result of her efforts is written 

*A co:py will be found in the appendix. 
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in the form of a case study and sent to the superintendent of 

schools. These case studies have proved an excellent source 

for data used in this thesis and have shown the methods and 

attitudes of the teacher quite as much as they have revealed 

the problem of the pupil under discussion. It is from these 

studies and personal observation that conclusions regarding 

teachers' attitudes toward disciplinary problems are largely 

drawn. 

The case studies mentioned in .the preceding paragraph 

have formed the basis for the second method used in this in-

vestigation. Together with the personal contacts which cane 

as the result of long tenure in the school system and the know-

ledge of home and family con~itions thus secured, they give a 

fair basis for study of the individuals concerned. Testa, large-

ly of the group type, but both for intelligence and achieve-

ment, have aided greatly. Definite personal contacts with the 

pupil-cases reported have been had in practically all instances. 

A sincere effort has been made to have the study pre-

s.anted reflect actual conditions. The offenses listed are those 

actually encountered in.the Augusta.schools. Anything serious 

enough to cause irritation has been recorded. Punishments, how-

ever crude or inappropriate, have been noted. The result is not. 

always to the credit of the teacher or the school system, but it 
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is hoped that it may be usefUl in showing what passes as school 

discipline inrat least one Kansas town. 
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Chapter VII 

Presentation and Interpretation or Data 

This chapter presents a series of tables showing 

certain facts regarding the 1452 disciplinary cases re-

ported by the teachers of the Augusta elementary schools 

during the school year 1927-1928. 

The information for each table was secured from 

the discipline report cards made out daily by the teachers 

and filed in the office of the superintendent of schools. 

Interpretations of each table have been presented with the 

idea of making clear, and, in some instances, amplifyi:ng, 

the meaning. 
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TABLE I -- Number of Cases of Discipline by Grades and 
Divisions by months. 

Gr.-
Div. Enr. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. J"an. Feb. Mar. A;pr. Maf Tot. 

Kin. 1.§ l&. 1-2. ...1 1Q. ~ ~ ~ 1Q. ~ fil 
1-1 39 23 13 6 6 4 2 8 0 2 64 
1-2 40 11 7 5 i 7 3 l 5 l 41 
1-3 49 8 13 6 11 10 10 5 9 0 72 
1-4 29 12 14 5 11 5 3 11 6 3 70 

157 54 47 22 29 26 18 25 20 6 247 

2-l 34 19 15 3 16 9 8 6 9 l 86 
2-2 31 11 14 8 9 9 6 5 7 3 72 
2-3 ~ 14 'I 5 li 3 ~ 6 .:L 8 !!Q. 

93 44 36 i6 39 21 30 'i? 23 12 238 

3-l 45 22 16 ll 15 3 6 ll 4 1 89 
3-2 44 29 9 5 5 6 2 l 5 5 67 
.3-3 34 18 1§. 4 a 5 ...! 4 7 2 67 

123 69 43 2o 28 ii 9 'i6 i6 8 223' 
4-l 55 12 14 3 6 8 4 4 6 0 57 
4-2 48 16 25 8 14 10 Mt 15 8 6 112 

103' 2e 39 IT 20 ls 14 19 i4 5 i69 
5-1 42 4 3 2 2 2 2 9 4 0 28 
5:-2 35 16 12 2 4 7 6 8 6 3 64 
5-3 30 13 1& 11 19 2 ,, 11 5 ....Q. 84 

107 33 31 I5 25 ll ls 28 15 3 176 

6-l 39 13 8 2 1 2 3 0 1 1 31 
6-2 45 5 2 10 14 7 2 6 4 6 56 
6-3 27 2 5 2 0 11 _i 0 ...£. 2 16 

l'iI 20 15 14 15 iO .9 6 5 9 103 

7-1 38 5 8 2 5 5 1 3 1 2 32 
7-2 41 11 3 3 5 12 0 6 l 3 44 79 16 IT 5 lo 17' l 9 2 5 76 
8-1 42 5 12 10 5 5 5 3 0 1 46 
8-2 !!. 25 15 14 8 10 9 -1. ..! _! 87 

27 24 13 15 - 133' 86 30 14 4 4 2 
Grand 
Tote.1937 304 265 134 189' 145 ll.9 133 109 54 1452 
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Interpret.ation of Table I. 

Table I mows the enrolment and number of reported 

cases of discipline in each division of each grade of the 

elementary schools of Augusta, Kansas, during each month of 

the school year 1927-1928. 

With a total enrolment of 937 students, there were 

1452 cases of discipline, reported, or, al average of a little 

less than 1.55 cases per pupil. The variation in certain di-

visions will be treated elsewhere, but it is interesting to note 

.that the three upper grades, which constitute the junior high 

school, rank below any of the other grades in the number of 

cases per pupil_, with the exception of the kindf):rgarten. The 

following tabulation, which shows the average number of cases 

of discipline per pupil by the grade will make this point clear. 

Grade 

Average number of cases of discipline 
per pupil SJ.own for each grade. 

Average No. of cases 
per pupil. 

Kindergarten 
First 

1.11 
1•57 
2.55 
l.Sl 
1.64 
l.64 

Second 
Third 
Fourth 
Fifth 
Sixth 
Seventh 
Eighth 

.93 

.96 
1.55 

The incidence of discipline with reference to the 

school months is significant. September shows the highest 
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number of cases of any one month, 304. There is ·a signi-

ficant drop in October and an even more decided one in 

November. In December there is an appreciable rise though 

it does not reach the figure for September •. January a.Dd 

February both show a decline followed by another rise in 

March, which, however, does not equal the number for Dec-

ember. April follows with a slight decline while May ends 

the year with only st ightly over one-sixth the number of 

case.a reported for September• Data for one year are not 

sufficient for the drawing of conclusions, but the figures 

given indicate a wave-like fluctuation in the number of 

. _disciplinary cases. This is more significant because of the 

fact that aside from the kindergarten, the grades below the 

junior high school conform almost exactly to the same curve 

when considered separately. In the junior high school there 

is a considerable, but much less mar.ked, agreement. 

A reasonable explanation for the excessive number 

of cases falling in September and October is probably to be 

found in the difficulty of adjustment to school demands after 

the lo:rg summer vacation. It is possible that the Thanksgiving 

vacation and the anticipation of the Christmas holidays, with 

the consequent restlessness may acccunt for the rise of the 

number of eases for December. But neither of these explana-

tions will account for the increase shown in M~ch, which InB.Y' 
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be due .. to the malady conmonly known as "spring fever". In 

fact, it is a rat~er strange coincidence that September, 

December and March are all :i;ariods of seasonal change and 

it is not impossible that imperfect physical and physio-

logical adjustment to changing weather conditions may partly 

account for the increases noted. However, figures for one 

year do not allow one to draw definite conclusions. 
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TABLE II -- Enrolment and number of cases of discipline in 
each grade by divisions and a comparison of the 
average number of cases per pupil in each divi-
sion with the average per pupil for the grade. 

Gr. Div. Enr. Cases Av. for Av. for 
Grade Division 

Kin. 78 97. l.ll 

1-1 39 64 1.5'1 l.64 
1-2 40 41 1.57 ·l.02 
1-3 49 '12 1•57 1.47 
1-4 29 '10 1.57 2.41 

2-1 34 86 2•55 2.53 
2-2 31 '12 2.55 2.32 
2-3 28 80 2.55 2.86 

3-l 45 89 · 1.a1 1.98 
3-2 44 ' 6'1 1.81 1.52 
5-3 34 67 1.81 1.97 

4-1 55 57 1.64 1.04 
4~2· 48 112 1.54 2~33 

5-1 42 28 1.64 .67 
5-2 35 64 1.64 l.80 
5 ... 3 30 84 l.64 2.ao 

6-1 39 31 .93 .'19 
6-2 45 56 .93 l.24 
6-3 27 16 .95 .59 

7-l 38 32 .96 .84 
7-2 41 44 .96 1.07 

a-1 42 46 l.55 1.05 
8-2 44 8'1 1.55 1.98 



This table shows rather plainly that in the Augusta 

elementary schools disciplinary troubles tend to concentrate 

in the third divisions. In every case, save one,-- the third divi-

~ion of the sixth grade, -- the third division of a grade has a 

higher average rate per pupil than the grade as a whole. 

In using this table it should be kept in mind that the 

fourth division of the first grade is composed of the same type 

of' pupil as the regular third divisions. The fourth grade, owing 

to its small enrolment had but two divisions in 1927-1928, but the 

influence or the pupils of third division ability is plainly dis-

cernible in the discipline record of the second division• 

This tendency of discipline cases to concentrate in third 

divisions is shown even more clearly in the tabulations given below. 

No. of Per cent Per cent of' 
Div. Enr. Cases of Enr. No. of Cases 
1 199 274 35.4 31.1 
2 195 272 34.7 30.9 
3 168 335 29.9 38e0 

These figures are only for those grades which have first, 

second, and third divisions. They should be read as follows: All 

first di visions oonsi dared in this comparison had a total enrol-

ment of 199 and furnished 274 oases of discipline. Their enrolment 

is 35.4 per cent ar the total enrolment ot the grades considered and 

their number of cases of discipline are 31.1 per cent of' the total 

number of cases in these grades. Reading the other lines in the same 

way, it will be noted that the third divisions furnish the smallest 

percent of the enrolment but the largest per cent of the cases of 

discipline. 



This sain.e tendenoy is shown when the average number ot 

cases per pupil is used. The tabulation shown below makes this 

plain. 

Average number of cases of discipline per pupil in 
certain grades. 

Grade 

First 
Second 
Third 
Fourth 
Fifth 
Si:tth 

Grade Average 

1.57 
2.55 
1.81 
1.64 
1.64 

.93 

Average for 3d·Division 

2.41 
2.ae 
1.97 
2.33• 
2.ao 

.59** 

*As the fo~th grade had no third division during 

the year 1927-1928, the second division contained those 

children who would have normally been in a third division. 

Their influence is readily seen in the figures given. 

**The sixth grade shows an interesting variation. 

The first division of this grade shows an average of •79 

oases per pupil and the second division 1.24 oases per pupil. 

This makes the third division the best of the three in a · 

disciplinary sense. 
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TABLE III -- The proportionate number of cases of discipline 
for boys and girls of each grade by divisions. 

Enrol. Cases Enrol. Cases 
Grade Boys Boys Girls Girls Total 

.Kin. ~ ~ il !i fil 
1-1 17 46 22 18 64 
l-2 25 30 15 11 41 
l-3 21 44 28 28 72 
l-4 !Q. ~ _]. 24 1Q 

83 166 74 er 2&7 

2-1 10 62 24 . 24 86 
2-2 14 50 1'1 22 '12 
.2~3 1& 48 !!... 32 80 

40 i60 53 7a 238 
3-l 12 35 33 54 89 
3-2 26 57 18 10 67 
3-3 ~ 63 li J. §! 

53 155' 70 68 223 

4-1 25 58 30 19 5'7 
4-2 ~ !! ~ !£!. ~ 

5-l 19 24 23 4 28 
5-2 16 61 19 3 64 

.. 5-3 17 75 13 9 84 
52 lGo 55 ls 196 

6-1 22 29 17 2 31 
6-2 21 32 24 24 56 
6-3 9 13 18 3 16 

52 74 59 29 100 
7-1 1'1 30 21 2 32 
7-2 23 31 18 13 44 40 6i 39 15 Te 
8-1 23 39 19 7 46 
~2 21 !§ ~ 9 87 44 117 42 i6 133 
Grand 
Total 448 1078 489 374 1452 



If' the figures at Table nI mean anything, boys are 

responsible. for the large majority of disciplinary troubles 

in the elementary schools of Augusta. In fact, a glance at 

the table will show that several teachers could practically 

eliminate their µiscipline problem by eliminating the boys 

from their enrolment. 

Out of a total of 1452 disciplinary cases reported, 
I 

the boys furnished the subjects for 1078, or 74.2 per cent 

of the entir~ number. The girls with an enrolment slightly 

larger than that of the boys had 374 reported cases, or only 

a trifle over one-fourth of the whole number of cases reported. 

In only one case, the first division of the third grade, were 

there more cases reported against the girls than the boys, and 

in this di"vision the girls outnumbered the boys almost three 

to one. In many divisions the number of girls reported is al-

most negligible. It would be interesting to see what differ-

ences there would be in these figures.if men could be substitu~-

ed ror the women teachers. 



TABLE IV -- Facts concerning the number of different pupils 
involved in the disciplinary cases reported in 
the Augusta elementary schools. 

Bozs ··Girls Total 

Enrolment 448 489 93'7 

Reported cases 1078 374 1452 

Single Offenders '76 88 154 

Repeaters 217 81 . 298 

Total offenders 293 169 462 

Total number with two offenses only 99 

·Total number with less than fi~ offenses 83 

Total number with nine or more offenses 27 

Highest number of cases reported for one 

pupil · 36 
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According to Table IV, all reported disciplinary 

cases in the Augusta elementary schools are caused by 

slightly less than one-half the pupils• ot the 462 pupils 

who had cases reported against them 298, or 64.5% are per-

sistent offenders. Boys, so it seems, are far more persever-

ing in their misconduct than are the girls, furnishing more 

than two and one-half times as many repeaters as the giris, 

though the latter comprise slightly more than one-half of 

the total enrqlment • 

. It is interesting to note that the pupil having 

the highest number of cases reported &gainst him is a bay in 

a first division Of the second grade. This pupil contradicts 

almost all of the theories regarding the causes of misconduct 

in school. A complete history or the case will be found in 

the section of this thesis devoted to Case Studies in which 

this student is known as Number One. 
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TABLE V -- The number of disciplinary cases for each day 
of the week during each month of the school year. 

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Total 

Sept. 47 64 '19 64 50 304 

Oct. 49 46 67 67 36 265 

Nov. 24 .49 31 21 10 134 

Dee. 27 59 47 28 28 189 

Jan. 31 31 24 31 28 145 

Feb. 22 17 25 33 22 119 

Mar. 24 3J. 26 29 23 133 

Apr. 16 33 19 22 19 109 

May 13 7 l2 12 10 ...§.! 
253 - 33"0 307 226 336 1452 

Median 5 9 8 
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Table V shows that in the elementary schools of 

Augusta Monday and Friday are the best day~ of the week in 

the point of discipline. v'fuen one considers the total number 

of cases, the advantage of these two days is somewhat strik-

ing. The median number of cases for each day of the week 

confirms the superiority of these two days in regard to dis-

cipline. 

During the thirty-six weeks o:f' the school year, 

Monday ranked lo'1est .in the number of discipline cases re-

ported eight times, while Friday was lowest seven times and 

tied :f'or lowest :place :f'our times. 

Ta king the school month as a unit, Monday ranked 

highest in number of cases reported only once. Friday failed 

to rank highest at any time. Monday ranked highest, however, 

in six weeks out or the thirty-six, while Friday ranked high-

est twice and tied for highest place four tinies, one·or these 

ties being with Monday. No other days of the week make so 

favorable a showing. 

If these tigures have any signi:f'icance, Monday in 

the Augusta schools cannot be eon~idere.d. "blue". Thia appel-. 

lation belongs rather to Tuesday, which of the five days seems 

to be a little the worst. Tuesday placed highest in monthly 

Boore tour times out of nine and tied for the place once• 

When weeks are taken as the unit, Tuesday had the highest score 



TABLE VI. -- The distribution of eases of discipline in the. 
elementary schools of Augusta according to the 
hours of the school day. 

Kindergarten and Grades I and II• 

Month . 8-9 9-10 10-ll 11-12 12-l. 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-

Sept.* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o. 
Oct. 5 3. 10 15 3· 16 16 13 2 
Nov. 0 7 8 7 l 6 10 6 0 

. Dec •. 5 9 11 13 5 10 18 11 5 
Jan. 4 4 9 8 2 5 8 13 2 
Feb. 0 8 2 11 3 8 7 7 8 

. Mar •. l 6 6 5 5 10 9 5 1 
Apr. 1 2 10 9 0 11 7 14 2 
May 0 0 ·e 2 4 2 1 5 1 

l6 39 62 70 23 68 76 74 19 
Grades III, IV, v • 

.. 
Sept.* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

.. Pct. 0 9 l3 16 8 11 10 18 1 
.~ov. 0 3 7 10 0 l 7 10 3 
Dec. l 11 1'1 l 4 4 6 14 10 
.~~. 2 3 4 6 6 4 .2 9 2 
Feb. l 2 6 3 6 3 ll 5 0 
Mar. 2 5 14 6 2 2 5 8 l5 
Apr. €) 3 9 3 1 4 16 .. 7 4 
May _]:. ...Q. _Q. ...!. _Q .l:. ·_! ... _2 ....Q. 

Grades VI, VII, VIII 

Sept. 5 6 4 3 0 14 5 25 0 
Oct. 4 4 5 4 0 8 10 15 1 
Nov. 6 3 l 5 2 9 6 7 l 
Dec. 5 7· 4 3 0 10 3 11 1 .. 
J"an. 4 3 2 6 2 10 4 9 l 
Feb. 5 2 4 l 0 2 4 '1 3 
Mar. 0 l 3 2 l 3 7 2 2 
Apr. 2 0 2 l 0 0 0 4 2 
Mpy 2 l l 3 0 4 2 3 0 

33 27 26 26 5 6o 4i 83 ll 
*Teachers of' these grades failed to report the time 
definitely during the month of September. 



TABLE VI -- Continued. 

All Grades Combined 

Month· 8-9 9-10 10-ll ll.•12 12-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-

Sept. 5 6 4 3 0 14 5 25 0 
Oct. 9 16 28 35 ll 35 36 46 4 
Nov. 6 13 16 20 3 16 23 23 4 
D~c. 11 2'1 32 l'l 9 24 27 36 14 
Jan. 10 10 15 20 10 19 14 51 5 
Feb. 5 12 12 15 9 13 22 19 11 
Mar. 3 12 23 13 8 15 21 15 16 

.. Apr. 3 5 21 13 1 15 23 25 a 
., .MaY .. 3 l 'I 'l 4 7 .'l 13 l 

5i lo2 158 143 55 158 178 233' 63 



Table VI does not present a complete distribution 

ot disciplinary cases because of the fact that during the 

month or September the teachers of the ~ndergarten and first 

five grades failed to record the time accurately. Thraighout 

the year teachers would occasionally forget to specify the 

exact time, using some indefinite expression instead. The 

figures for the sixth, seventh, and eighth grades are more 

exact. 

In the Augusta schools the first five grades and the 

kindergarten convene at nine-o'clock in the morning. The 

juniDr high school begins its session at twenty minutes after 

eight. The influence of the hour of convening is reflected 

in the number of eases occurring at the first hour in the 

various grades. The kindergart~n and first and second grades 

are dismissed at a quarter of twelve in the morning and at 

fifteen minutes until four in the afternoon. 

The table shows that the kindergarten and grades 

one and two experience their worst disciplinary troubles from 

eleven until twelve in the morning and from two to three in the 

afternoon. However, the period from three to four is only two 

points better, and, it must be remembered is fifteen minutes 

shorter. These figures could be used as an argument for a 

shorter day in the primary grades. 

In grades three, four, and five, from ten to eleven 
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in the morning and from three to four in the afternoon are 

the periods of greatest disturbance. It is quite quite 

likely that the period from ten to eleven gains its pre-

eminence from the fact that it includes the recess period· 

at which time children of both sexes pass to the toilets 

and to the drinking fountains, a performance which gives an 

excellent chance for trou.ble to arise. 

For sane reason hard to explain, the worst hour 

of the morning in the junior .high school 1 s the first hour 

from eight until nine o'clock. In the afternoon the period· 

f'rom three to four· has the largest number of cases. 

When all grades are considered together; the 

worst hour ~ the day is from three until fcnr in the after-

noon. This is :probably what should be expected, as at that 

time both teachers and pupils are more or less fatigued and 

therefore more easily irritated. 

The hour from .nine unt 1l ten, the first hour duriJJS 

which all the elementary grades are in session, is the best 

from the point of view or the discipline obtained, both ot 

the morning and of the day as a whole. The first hour fol-

lowing the noon recess, from one until two, is similarly the 

best hour of the afternoon. It is interesting to note that 

the ~unior high school, that is, grades six, seven, ani eight, 

does not conform to this rule, a fact which may indicate that 

the disciplinary troubles in these grades have a somewhat dif-
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terent cause fran those in the lower grades. Figures 

for one year are not sufficient for the forming of de-

finite conclusions. 
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.... TABLE VII - Discipline and the Weather. 

•on~h . Max. Precip. Char. Wind No. of cases 
Temp. of day of. discipline 

. S~pt ~ 5 89 Rain Cloudy South '0 " 
6 85 Rain P.cloudy South .. 1:4, 
7 93 Clear South 11 
8 91 Claar South 20 
9 89 Clear South 16 

12 92 Clear South 23 
13 91 Clear South 21 
14 90 P.cloudy South 19 
15 90 P.cloudy South 14 
16 92 Clear South 9 
19 74 Cleal?' a-west 12 
20 61 P.cloudy North 25 
21 72 Clear South 30 
22 80 Clear South 11 
23 67 Cloudy South 14 
26 52 Rain Cloudy North 10 
27 46 Rain Cloudy North 12 
28 61 P.cloudy south 17 
29 74 Rain Cloudy West 16 
30 72 Rain P,cloudy ~ast 11 

J"an. 2 12 Rain P.cloudy N-east 4 
3 18 P,cloudy South 10 
4 36 Clear South 6 
5 44 Cloudy South 8 
6 48 P, cloudy North 7 
9 62 Clear West 12 

10 68 Clear N-west 5 
11 65 Clear East 6 
12 65 P. cloudy West l 
13 68 Clear South 1 
16 45 Cloudy N'-east 10 
17 41 Rain Cloudy North 10 
18 54 Rain Cloudy - South 7 
19 44 Clear North 9 
20 m Clear North 10 
23 56 Clear South 5 
24 40 Clear North 6 
25 52 Clear South 7 
26 38 Clear N-east 12' 
27 40 Clear North 9 



-Many teachers have an idea that the weather has 

much to do with the conduct of their pupils and that so-

called "bad" weather results in numerous disciplinary diff'i-

cul ties. 

In order to, see if' there is relly any foundation 

for such a belief', an attempt was ma.de to correlate the 

incidence or discipline with the weather. Two representa-

tive months, September and J"anuary are shown in the table, 

the data for which were taken from the records of the United 

States Weather Bureau at Wichita, Kansas. As this city is 

only twenty-two miles from AUgusta in a direct westerly dir-

. action and has :practically the same altitude, the data 

should show weather conditions at Augusta quite accurately. 

After a careful study of the records for the ·nine 

school months of 1927-1928, it seems impossible to find any 

appreciable relationship between the character of the weather 

and the incidence of discipline cases in the elementary 

schools of Augusta. 



TABLE VIII -- Reported disciplinary offenses classified and 
the number show-n for each of the three grade grcnps. 

1. Boisterousness* 
2. Cheating 
3. Chewing gum 
4. Dwadling 
5. Discourtesy 
6. Disobedience 

. 7 • Fighting 
e, lmpudence 
9. Inattention 

.10. Indecency 
11. IndoleD.ce 

. 12. Lying 
13. Marring furniture 
14. Misconduct in ranks 
15, Note Writing 
16. Obscenity 

... 17. Profanity 
.1€3~ Quarreling 
19. Smart Aleck acts 
20 •.. stealing 
21. Unfairness in :play 

. 22. Use of tob'acco 
~. Talking without per. 
24. Tattling 

Kin. 1,2 

6 
15 
16 
10 

6 
74 
29 

6 
36 

0 
4 

24 
19 
65 

2 
2 
5 

25. Violation safety rules 

13 
5 
6 

11 
0 

30 
l 
4 

26. Wili'ul tardiness 
. 27. Annoying others 
. 28. Irritating attitude 
.29. Whispering 

40 
96 
13 
34 
~ 

9 
18 

7 
45 
19 
38 
32 
16 
56 

3 
25 
13 

2 
57 
'l 
a 
]. 

15 
41 

9 
17 

0 
16 

2 
0 
5 

69 
12 
26 

568 

6,7,8 

11 
9. 

25 
38 

9 
16 

3 
10 
17 

0 
2 
7 
0 
8 

11 
4 
0 
6 .. 

43 
l 
p 
0 

50 
0 
0 
2 

10 
11 
19 

312 

*See Appendix for explanation of terms and directions for 
reporting, 

Total 

26 
42 
48 

. 93 
34 

128 
6& 
32 

109. 
3 

31 
. 44 

21 
130 

20 
14 

6 
34 
89 
16 
28 
0 

96 
3 
4 

47 
175 

36 
79 

1452 



The list or offensea given in Table VIII is 

by no means complete, and is, perhaps, more ar less arbi-

trary.. It was compiled after a careful study of tbs 

lists of schoolroom misdemeanors given in various books 

dealing with school discipline. The experience which this 

study has given shows that it might well ~ave been changed 

in several particulars. Certain items, apparently, could 

as well have been anitted. For instance, the use ot to-

bacco by students in the elementary schools at Augusta does 

not constitute a disciplinary problem. Doubtless there are 

students in this group who use tobacco, but not in such a 

.way as to permit the school authorities to take cognizance at 

it. In the same way several other items are seemingly only 

of very slight importance. 

It is quite likely that some of the items ot the 

list are too inclusive and should have been particularized. 

In a recent and very interesting study of discipline entitled 

CHILDREN'S BEHAVIOR AND TEACBEBS' ATTITUDFS*, forty-nine be-

havior problems are listed. In this number there are twenty 

of those used in the i.nvestigation for this thesis• while many 

Of the remaining twenty-nine could be made by subdivision ot 

the twenty. 

However, there is a real difference between the two 

lists in the fact that the list in the volume mentioned above 

takes. into account states of mind and attitudes to a far greater 

* By E. K. Wickman. See Bibliography. 



extent than does the list used in this study-. Some such 

items are, sullenness, shyness, nervousness, suspicious-

ness, and unhappiness. Another difference between the 

two lists shows very clearly in the treatment of the· of-

f enee of stealing. While in this st~dy all stealing is 

considered under one head, in Wickman' s investigation it 

was divided into three, -- stealing articles, ste.aling money-, 

and stealing food and candy. There is probably a good 

reason for these divisions if a close study of the motive 

lying back or the offense is to be made. 

A glance at Table VIII shows that certain offenses 

reach their peak in certain grade groups. Disobedience, ly-

ing, marring furniture, misconduct in passing, willful tardi-

ness, annoyi.ng other students, and whispering seem to be most 

c o.mnon in the kindergarten and the first two grades of the pri• 

mary department. However, in the case of willful tardiness the 

excessive number of times it occurs in this group is due to 

· :the fact that the Mexican children are fom:id very largely in 

these grades. 

In grades three, four, and five, cheating, dawdling, 

doscourtesy, fighting, impudence, inatention, indolence, ob-

scenity, quarreling, unfairness in play, and tattling all rank 

higher than in the other two groups. This group seems to be at 

the most turbulent age, the shyness of babyhood having worn 

off and the reserve of youth not having yet been acquired. 



In grades six, seven, and eight, many problems 

that have hithertoo been more or lessserious, or at least, 

nmnerous, disappear entirely or tend to do so• Offenses 

not having a single instance recorded in these grades are 

indecency, marring or destroying :furniture, profanity-, 

unfairness in play, use of tobacco, tattling, and viola-

tion or the rules ct "safety first"• Five other items are 

represented with fewer than five cases. On the other hand, 

boisterousness, chewing gum, note writing, acting the 

smart Aleck, and talking without permission reach their high-

est mark in this group. 

Perhaps the chief significance of Table VIII is 

that it tends to show a relationship between disciplinary 

offenses and certain age groups. The primary child finds 

it hard to obey definite ccmmands after several years of the 

lax discipline of the ordinary home, hence we find disobedi-

ence ranking high in this group. The kindergarten and pri-

mary child is also more or less unsccial so that he is likely 

to be annoying to his schoolmates. Cases of biting, kicking, 

pinching, and spitting at or on others are oormnon in this 

group. 

The you~ter in the middle grades presents a dif-

ferent set of problems. Cheating, disQourtesy, impudence, 

fighting, unfairness in play, and numerous other shortcomings 

are more outstanding here than elsewhere, at least, they seem 



to cause DDre trou b~e in the schooµoom. However, it should 

be kept in milXl that the older grade group may be just as 

guilty in maey of' these things as the younger students, 

but experienoe and skill acquired by practice make it possi-

ble for them to keep out of' trouble with their teachers. Steal-

ing is a good example of this. Anyone acquainted with condi-

tions knows that this :problem grows more and more acute 

through the upper grades and into the senior high school, and 

yet, Table VIII records only one case of' stealing in grades six, 

seven, and eight against nine such cases in grades three, four, 

end five, and six in the kindergarten and grades one and two. 

This difference in reported cases may lie partially in the 

fact that the smaller children are the more easily detected and 

less skillful in carrying out their thefts. Vlhat applies in re-

gard to stealing, is probably applicable to other items listed. 



TABLE IX -- The penalties imposed in disciplinary cases . 
shown by grade groups. 

Punishment Kinder. and Grades Grades Totals 
or ;penalty · grades 1,2. 3,4,5 617,8 

Paddle 100 73 22 195 
Reprimand 72 235 139 446 
Repet. of act 12 9 1 22 
Dep. of ~ivil~ 23 10 3 36 
Dep. of playg'd 45 15 10 70 
Isolated 156 38 2 196 
Detained 90 51 71 222 
Sent from room 2 7 19 2.8 
Slapped 0 3 6 9 
Apology 14 32 7 53 
Ferule 2 6 0 8 
Rep. and det. l'l 18 41 76 
Miscellaneous 66 107 23 196 



Table IX '8hows the punishment a and penal ties that 

were imposed upon students f ~ the breaches of discipline 

reported in this study. These· puniahments·have been classi-

fied into twelve groups with a thirteenth added to take care 

of those cases which seemed unclassifiable. This miscellane-

ous group is large taking care of almost exactly one-eighth 

or all eases or punishment. The character of sane of the 

penalties classed as miscellaneous will be discussed later. 

The paddle was used 195 times which means that 

exactly one-eight~ of all punishments were corporal. This 

number seems high and probably is so. Compared with the re-

cord for the present y-ear, .1928-1929, it is. more than twice 

as large, although the enrolment. f~ the last year showed an 

increase of more than one hundred pupils in the grades under 

consideration. However, since every case in which the paddle 

is used must be reported whether one stroke or twenty were .. 
given, perhaps the number reported is not so much out of reason. 

The use of corporal punishment rapidly diminishes 

as we ascend through the grades until in grades six, seven, 

and eight it is only a little more than one-fifth as camnon 

as in the primary grades. A :point not 'Sb.own in the table, but 

of considerable importance, is that in theldndergarten and 

grades one and two one-half of the teachers did exactly three-

fourths of the corporal punishment, while two of the teachers 

each did one twenty-fifth of it. In grades three, four, and 
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six, seven, and eight one-ninth or the teachers performed 

one-third or all such punislnnents. The teachers who used 

corporal punishment to the greatest ··extent were, with but 

one exception, in charge or pupils of second and third 

di visions.· 

The term "reprimand" as used in Table IX includes 

most forms or verbal correction of sufficient severity to 

be reported, but in the larger number of cases it applies 

to a conference with the pupil regarding his conduct. There 

is no doubt, however, that ·in sane instances it amounts to 

nothing more than scolding» and does but little good, a fact 

brought out rather clearly by the ·ingenuous remarks Of teachers 

in their reports of cases. Probably because of the compar-

ative ease with which it can be administered, this "punislment" 

constitutes sanewhat mo~e than one-fourth of all penalties used. 

In the lower grades scme teachers in the Augusta 

schools seemed disposed to make the child repeat or continue 

his misconduct before the sch.col as a penalty. A child who 

hummed in school was made to CCllle to the front and hum while 

the school stopped its work and listened. Ii' he was caught 

eating an apple, he was compelled to come to the front and 

finish it while his classmates giggled. In one instance a boy 

who was caught crawling on his hands and knees was made to fol-

low the teacher up and down the aisles in the same manner. One · 

does not like to se.y that such methods of punishment should 



never be used, but certainly no one will question the 

danger lying in their common use. 

Perhaps one of the most logical punishments to 

use with children is the deprivation of privilege• If 

misconduct leads to the withdrawal of some cherished or 

much desired privilege, the child is likely to tb:ink twice 

before he again allows himself to camnit the untoward act. 

Nevertheless this penalty was used in only 106 cases includ-

ing .those in which the privilege withdrawn was that of play~ 

in the group games. 

Isolation from the group generally means the more 

or less temporary withdrawal of the child from his classmates. 

In the kindergarten and primary grades it frequently ~eans 

that the pupil must lay his head on his. desk or sit apart 

from his group and its activities. In other eases the child 

is given a seat where he can neither see the group nor be seen 

by it until he is willing to try to be a "good citizen"• 

With small children this punishment is effective and has a 

good deal to recommend it. 

The fact that there were 222 cases or detention shows 

that the Augusta teachers have not been able to get away frcm 

this method of punishment. In seventy-six addi tioml cases 1 t 

was used in connection with the administration of a reprimand. 

In such cases, it is doubtless legitimate as a teacher has but 

little other opportunity to speak to a pupil al.One. In many 



instances children were detained because it seemed impossible 

for them to walk heme with their group without getting into 

more or less serious trouble. Practically all detention is 

after school hours there being little chance for it at recesses, 

as all teachers lmlst be on the playground during intermissions. 

Sending children from the room as a method of punish-

ment becomes more popular, according to the table, as we reach 

the upper grades, nineteen out or the 28 cases occurring in 

grades six, seven, and eight. In one or two instances teachers 

were so thoughtless as to send children from high divisions 

to lower divisions in order to shame them. It was thought best 

not to allow this practice to continue. 

One would think that we should have outgrown such 

punishments as slapping the face or striking the hand with a 

ruler, but the teachers of the Augusta elementary schools were 

t~thf'ul enough to report nine cases of the former and eight ot 

the latter punishment. Just how many more would have occurred, 

or been reported, had the practice not been frowned upon is 

problematical. Slapping, violent shaking, hairpulling, and other 

such punishments are all specifically forbidden to teachers in 

the Augusta schools, and, yet, every year one or more cases of 

such punishments occur. 

Requiring an apology as an expiation of guilt is pro-

bably questionable procedure in most cases, but teachers used 

this means or punishment fifty-three times during the year 
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under consideration in this study. Its use was far more 

frequent in the lower than in the upper grades, perhaps be-

cause it is easier to compel little children to go through 

with the parformance. 

Under the term "Miscellaneous" are grouped all 

those penalties that occur too infrequently to be grouped 

by themselves and some others that seem to fit nowhere else• 

If a teacher pulls a child's hair, or pinches him, because he 

has performed these acts upon some schoolmate, it is diffi-

cult to dispose of s~ch a case other than in a miscellaneous 

column, unless, perhaps, one might carry the heading "cruel 

and unusual". 

In many insta:ooes more than one penalty is in-

flicted for the same offense and for that reason the total 

number of punishments as shewn in Table IX somewhat exceeds 

the total number of misdemeanors as shown in Table I. 
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Chapter VIII 

summary and Conclusions 

It has been the purpose ot this study to give as 

true a picture as possible of the disciplinary problems of the 

elementary schools o:f' Augusta, Kansas, together with the methods 

used for their solution~ In order that the picture might have 

the proper setting, conditions of population, enrollment, and 

preparation of the teaching staff, have been discussed in their 

relation to the problem of discipline. In this.discussion it . 

has been shown that while Augusta is a tY,Picel. Kansas conmnm:l ty 

in many respects, there are some conditions that serously modify 

the matter of school discipline. 

The study has ~braced 1452 cases of discipline report-

ed during the school year· of 1927-1928. Twenty-nine schoolroom 

misdemeanors have been tabulated and their frequency of occurr-

ence shown as to grade, division, month, day o:f' the week, and tine 

of day. An attempt was made to correlate the incidence of dis-

cipline with the state of the weather, but no such correlation 

was discoverable. 

Below are presented some of the facts which the data 

collected have furnished. The~e have been treated at some length 

in the body of the study. 



SUMMARY 

A. total of 1452 cases of discipline have been tabulated to 

torm. the basis tor this study. 

,out of a total enrollmen·i' of 937 considered in this 

study, 4?5, or a little more than half were not reported for 

breaches of discipline. 

Boys comprise 46•7% of the enrollment and furnish 

slightly more than 74% of all reported cases of discipline. 

Boy ttrepeaters" were two and one-halt times as numerous as girl 

chronic offenders. 

The average number of disciplinary cases per pupil 

in 'the Augusta elementary schools tor the year 1927-1928 was 

1.55, nearly. 

Pupils of third, or "slow", divisions compose 29.9% 

ot the enrollment and furnish 38% of all reported oases of 

discipline. 

The Augusta elementary schools have not abandoned 

corporal punishment or the practice of "keeping in" after 

school as punishments tor infractions of discipline. puring 

the year 1927-1928 there were 195 oases of paddling and 222 

cases ot detention after school. However the reprimand was 

the most popular "punishment" and was used 446 times out of a 

total of 1557 cases ot punishment. 

The largest number of pases ot disciplinary trouble 
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were reported in September, while the month of May had the 

smallest. 

Monday and Friday are the best days of the week from 

a disciplinary point of view. Tuesday is the worst. 

From three to four o •clock in the afternoon is the 

~our during which the greatest ,number of disc~plinary problems 

arise. The first hour of each session is better than tba hours 

succeeding it, except in grades six, seven, and eight. These 

grades show several variations when com.pared with the grades be-

low them, both in number and tJ:Pe of disciplinary problems• 

Data in regard .to several questions raised in this 

thesis are not susceptible to tabulation and all that can be 

·done toward answering them is to give opinions formed.after care-

ful study of available material concerning them. · 

One such question·was whether or not the individual 

teacher realized the importance of discipline as a factor in her 

teaching success. A careful study Of disciplinary reports made 

by teachers, conf'erenoes over disciplinary problems with them, ani 

casual conversations, all point to the fact that few teachers 

actually realize the.importance of discipline as a factor in their 

success. 

Oonvers~tions about students, naive remarks on discip-

line report cards, and the customary attitude of the teacher toward 



oases ot discipline all tend to show that discipline is a matter 

ot the moment to be taken care ot in the way nioat convenient to 

the teacher,. and then forgotten as soon as possible. The occas-

ional teacher makes disciplinary troubles a careful study, and 

tries to diagnose each case according to its symptoms, in order 

to.find a suitable remedy, one that will really cure, not merely 

arrest the ailment. 

Another question suggested in this stud,- is how much of' 

a carry-over into the lite ot the ca:mnuni ty does the public school 

discipline, have. However much it is to be regretted, the answer 

to this question will have to be made the negative. After oonver-

sati~ns with Sunday School superintendents, ,managers ot moving 

picture theaters, merchants, and others, one would be conceited, 

indeed, it one tried to believe otherwise. A tew examples will 

illustrate the situation. 

Numerous members of a fifth grade, so well behaved that 

it could be left alone for considerable periods without undue dis-

turbance arising, attended an entertainment. 'This group sat in the 

balcony ot the auditorium and amused themselves by spitting on the 

occupants ot the seats below. Girls as well as boys, who were 

models ot conduct in their school.roan were concerned in this inci-

dent. 

The manager ot the pict~e theater has had continual . 

trouble w1 th his juvenile patrons. In tact, ID.all¥ adults will not 

attend his shows because of the disturbance caused bl" large num-



bers of boys and girls in the audience. 

Sunday Schools and young people's societies have had 

very serious behavior problems. In some cases there have been 

forcible explusions of boys from the building. In others, lead-

ers have given up the work in despair, or have threatened the 

offenders with the police. 

Each school building in Augusta is fortunate in having 

considerable trontage landscape and planted w1 th trees, shrubs, 

flowers, ·and grass. A thousand tulips bloaned unmolested on the 

school grounds in the spring. Corners ere practically never "out" 

and there is practically' no molestation ot trees and shrubs. 

Never-the-less, not a year passes Without numerous complaints 

reaching the school authorities regarding trespassing or the wil-

ful destruction ot private property by school pupils. 

It is the purpose of this thesis to state tacts• not to 

theorize, but one can not help wondering what is wrong. If the task 

of the public school is to train character, and it discipline is 

one ot the chief means to that end, one will have to ac1mit that when 

judged in the light of the facts, the Augusta elementary schools 

have not made a complete success. The. order maintained in them is 

excellent, but perhaps order is not discipline. 



CASE STUDIES 

In preparing these studies, no attempt has been made · 

to •play them up". Many details have been omitted which probably 

would have proved interesting as they did not seem necessary to 

the purpose of this study, which is to show what .is done in the 

Augusta elementary schools in problems of discipline such as 

those found in the cases presented. 

The data used have been gathered through personal con-

tact with the students and their parents, and with the help of 

the teachers and the school nurse, who is also the attendance of-

ticer. 

The following tests have been used in various grades 

for securing intelligence quotients and mental ages: 

Detroit Kindergarten Test 

Haggerty•s Intelligence Examination -
_ Delta I and Delta II 

Stantord Achievement Teat 

Terman' s c;i,oup Test of Mental Ability 

Otis' Classification Test. 
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Case.Number~ 

Number One 
The Abnormal Child ot Good Mental Ability 
C.A., 8-1; E.A., 7-10. 

Ph.yaioal oondi ti on! Excellent. Large for his age and of the type 

called the piotm;-e ot health. 

Home conditions: Father ane·mother both living. Hane has more 

wealth then culture. However, nothing is spared to give the best 

to the children w1 thout spoiling them. Parents gL ve the moat com-

plete cooperation with the school even in the most trying circum-

ate.noes. 

Problem: Number One is fine looking and likable, but has something 

lacking.in hi~ make-up. Ever since he entered the kindergarten at 

the age of five he has been an. outstanding disciplinary problem. 

As a kindergarten he disdained the work so much enjoyed by the other 

children. At the close of the year when the kindergarten was given 

the Detroit test, Number One showed no ability whatever, being un-

able to mark the ob jeots called tor or even to hold his pencil 

except in the crudest way• .All during his kindergarten year the 

teacher was compelled to keep a close wateh to see that he did not 

. destroy the work of the other children or 11 terally' "beat them up•. 
He was the terror ot children's parties and would not have been 

invited had it not been tor the prestige ot his parents. 

As a first grade pupil, Number One showed a rapid im-

provement in mental ability but with no d~ti~n ot his undesir-

able ~raits. At the end of this year the Haggerty test placed him 
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in a first division ot the second grade where he was placed by 

the superintendent ot schools over the protest ot the teacher and 

principal, both ot whom said he would not work. _His record in the 

second grade justified this action, but he remained the chief 

disciplinary problem ot his building, being reported to the super-

intendant ot schools thirty-six times during the school year. For 

a considerable time he was compelled to take his exercise on the 

playground by himself, as he was a reel menace to the other child-

ren. 

In the third grade, Number One has shown a marked de-

oline in the character of his work which was very clearly reflect-

ed in the results ot the Stanford Achievement tests. Graver taul ts 

have appeared including steeling and indecent conduct. These mis-. . 
demeanors have not been confined to the school, but have taken 

place in the home and neighborhood. 

Treatment: Home cooperation was sought from the first and readil.1' 

secured. Very trank discussions have been held With both parents 

and they have sought other .means ot understanding the boy's case .• 

Much that he does causes them the greatest chagrin, as when he 

pulled up a neighbor's flowers and placed a good quantity ot 

fishworms in her refrigerator. 

Punishment at home ~ .taken various torms renging tram 
. . 

severe whippings to deprivation of privileges, putting to bed tar a 

whole day, and so torth• On one occasion when Number One had will-

tul.17 torn the shirt oft a bo:y at school, his mother took him to 
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the store and allowed him to pick out the prettiest.shirt he could 

tind without saying a word tbat would lead him to 'Ii.ink 1 t was not 

tor himself. 'rile next day she compelled him. to take this shirt to 

school and present 1 t to the b07 whose shirt he had ruined. 

At school various methods of dealing with Number One have 

been tried. He has been given duties to perform that carry much 

honor in the eyes of children only to be deprived of them·because 

ot untrustworthiness. He has been punished corporally, deprived 

ot privileges, and given extra tasks. Nothing seems to have more 

than a temporary ef'fect. 

Results: Improvement in Number One has been slight. His last 

teacher felt that he had made some progress toward more social 

conduct in the schoolroan and on the playground• He Will have to 

work in a second division of the fourth grade during the next 

school year. Perhaps he can be stimulated to leadership in this 

group, but as yet the problem ot Number One is unsolved. 
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Number Two 

Number Two 
The day-dreaming,. careless child 
C.A., 13; E.A. t 14-6 . 

Pp:ysicel condition: Excellent, except tor twenty-tour pounds 

over-weight. 

Home conditions: Father end mother both l1Ving. The father holds 

an executive position in an oil company and provides liberall.Y' tor 

his family. Both·par.ents seem to be· ve~ much interested in their 

children and are willing to cooperate with the school. They seem 

to be fully aware of the faults ot N\llll.ber Two. 

ffoblem: Number Two' a day dreaming and careless, absentminded 

he.bi ts have cans ti tutedareal problem tor his teacher tor the past 

several years. He forgets his books and lesson materials and fails 

to remem~er to attend orchestra practice and to keep other appoint-

ments. He often reports to class w1 thout book, tablet or pencil 

and when spoken to says he thought he had them. Assignments are 

seldom prepared correctly and frequently give no s 1gn that the 

directions ot t~e teacher have been heard. Once, having lost his 

speller he was sent to the store ·to buy another. He made the pur• 

chase, but misplaced the book before he reached home. 

Number Two hes superior mental ability, but the character 

ot his work does not indicate 1 t. He is excep tionall.y poor in 

manQal training and aritlnnetic, two subjects in which boys usuall.J' 
. , 

excel• He is in the fourth quartile in all his subjects. 
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Treatment: Number Two seldom resents a reprimand, but once when 

his conduct seemed to eall tar corporal punishment, he showed 

extreme resentment and had to be prevented trom attaeking the teach-

er. For the most part his teachers have tried to reach h1m through 

confidential talks, conterences with his parents, and appeals to 

his manhood. So tar athletics has given the best hold upon him 

and it is possible as more chanc~s arise tor his participation in 

this work some ot his difficulties will be overcome. 

Th.ere are indications that sC111e ot the diffioul ties of 

Number Two are due to the approach ot adolescence. Various inoi-

dents indicate that his mind is ~~elling unduly· on the oppos~ te 

sex. Nothing that would indicate perversion has so tar been noted, 

except that stories of cruelty, such as the recent Hickman ~ttair; 
I I 

seem greatly to appeal to him. He even went so tar as to assume 

one ot Hickman's pseudonyms as his nickname. At the moving 

picture, Ben Hur, he laughed w1 th apparent heartiness at the 

scenes ot extreme CDUeltJ' and pathos. 

Results: No appreciable change bas been made in Number Two. He 
' . 

will pass into high school next tall and the next two years will 

probably tell whether his peculiarities are to be permanen1; or · 

gradually disappear as he arrives at physical m,turi ty. 



Number Three 

Number Three . 
An over~indulged, youngest child 
O.A., 9-0; E.A. 1 11-9. 

Physical eondi tion: Excellent. . The very picture of good heal th. 

Home Conditions: Number Three comes .. ~om a good home. . Both parents. 

are generally sensible and interest~d in their childl'en. The three 

children which they have had are Widel.J' spaced in age so that each 

has grown up practically alone. Nmn.ber Three is the youngest and 

has been niore or less spoiled by his parents. 

Problem: N'mnber 'rhree is exceedingly mischievous. He will go just 

as far as he can and when his miS.conduct at last brings. him pun-

isbment he is very resentful. His reports of ~ese episodes at 

home are badly biased and sometimes downright untrhth1'll.. He has 

shown a tendency toward indec.ency both in word and act. He is in-

olined to play the smart Aleck and to pout and sulk when repriman-

dad tor his conduct. 

Treatment: Number Three has generally succeeded in securing the 

ill will of his teachers probably' because of his exaggerated accounts 

to his parents of his troubles at school. For this reason his case 

has been hard .tc handle. Jn older woman, or a man, would probably 

be better suited to deal with him. 

Number Three's last serious breach of discipline caused 

his teacher consi~erable unpleasantness, but perhaps has had bane-

ticial results tor everybody concerned. The difficulty arose over 



the teacher's mistake ot pran1sing a paddling tor the ttvery next 

thing" that Number Three did ot a reprehensible character. It 
. ., 

happened that the ""very next thing" was extremely trivial, but 

the paddling was administered never-the-less, With the result that 

the teacher had a very painful. interview with th~ parents held, at 

their request, in ~he ottice ot the superintendent of schools. The 

whole proceeding resulted in good, however, as the teacher was 

forced to .acknowledge that she had allowed Number Three to "get on 

her nerves• and the parents g~t some first hand intonna.tion about 

their son from both the teacher and the superintendent. 

Results: Number Three completed the year with veey. 11 ttle more 

trouble. In the next grade where he has had to come into contact 

with zeveral. __ teachera, his contact has been quite satisfactory. An 

impartial observer would pr obe.bly- have to say the. t the troubles ot 

Number Three have been somewhat aggravated by the attitude of his 

teachers toward him. 

. . 



Number Four 

Number Four 
Highly nervous · child ,. ·· 
O.A. , 14; E.A. 1 14-11 

Ph.ysical condition: . Poor. Number Four is 17 percent underweight. 

He is highly nervous, biting his f'inger nails and playing with his 

pencil or with some trinket. 

Home conditions: Father and mother both living. Neither has much 

education and know but little about the proper rearing of' children. 

·The father, a section foreman, has neither the time nor the inclin-

ation. to be· a companion to his sons. 

Problem: The chief' problem w1 th Number Four in his nervousness and 

the constant irritations that arise because of' 1 t. He shows an 

extreme indifterence to his work, which he could get verY' well if' 

he were willing to .tr.v. 

'freatm.ent: Number Four's case was taken up with his mother who 
'. . ' 

showed a willingness to coop at'ate. It was suggested that he no 

longer be permitted to sell popcorn at the moving picture theater 

and that an effort be made to get rid of his undeneight. The 

fact that certain things that had been noticed pointed toward 

masturbation on the part of' Number F'our was mentioned to the 

mother. 

Rasul ta: Results have been more than ordinarily gratitying. Number 

Four was no longer permitted to sell popcorn at the theater. His 

father gave h.im some needed instruction with the result that much 



ot his nervousness has disappeared. He displays a much more 

manly bearing, participates in athletics, and in his frequent 

walks to school with the principal of the building he shows 

considerable interest in discussing his own problem. 



Number Five 

Number Five 
A child,uncontrolled at home 
C.A., 5-S; M.A., ?-1 

Ppysice.l condition: Fair. Number Five is slightly under weight and 

seems to take all contagious. diseases very·easily. He is of a 

nervous temperament and very active. 

Home conditions: Number Five•s :rather and mother are both living. 

The :rather is a college graduate and the mother has a tair education 

and is a woman ot good sense. Number five is the oldest ot two 

children and t~e only boy. During his babyhood his waywardness was 

mistaken tor cuteness, especially by his father. He became such a 

menace to children of his own age and younger that friends of his 

parents were obliged to discontinue their social relations. ;It was 

inevitable that the boy would prove to be a school problem. 

· Problem: . Number Five will have to be called either non-social or 
. . 
anti-social. He is apparently devoid ot a?zy" respect tor the rights 

and property. ot others. He is willfully cruel and rough and de• . 

lights in kicking and slapping his schoolmates. He has frequently 

left his seat to go across the roan to knock down sane child's 

block house or to tear up some kindergartner's attempt at art. The 

unfortunate victim could well be thankf\11 if he himself was not 

molested. 

Treatment: It is quite possible ·that Number Five should not have 
. . 

been allowed to·attend kindergarten, although he had had no home 

training that would take its plac·e. The more exacting regime ot 



the first grade might have served to keep him out of part ot his 

· troubles. As it was he managed to keep the kindergarten teacher 

busier than,she.was able to keep him. 

Various methods were used to make Number Five a more 

desirable member of the kindergarten group. His parents were con-

sul tad, and while his mother spent considerable energy weeping 

over his shortcomings, these consultations were not without re-

sult• The father has shown a somewhat sterner hand and not with-

out effect on the conduct of the boy• In school, the teacher pro-

ceeded on the theory that unsocial conduct called for isolation 

trom the aetivi ties oi' the group. This method was pursued con-

sistently, no matter how much the boy iesired to participate. 

Results: '!'owe.rd the last of the year outbreaks grew tewer and 

less violent. F.t-1e:nd1Y' emoni tions which previously had no effect 

· ere now heeded. 



Number Six 

Number Six 
A. dull child w1 th .. a nagging mother 
C.A., ll-9; E.A.,: 10-11 

Ph:ysical. condition: Number Six is very l~ge for her age. She is 

rather awkward in her movements due to a paralysis which left her 

with knock-knees. Her genera1 muscular coordination is poor and 

she becomes agitated and nervous upon the slightest provocation. 

She · is pretty' an.d has a ra the1' pleasing personality. 

Rome conditions: Both :rather and mother ere liVing• The mother 

is o~ goo~ average mental ability, but the father is •s1own. l!ow-

ever, .he.has been rather successful tinanoially and the family lives 

well. Th~ mo~her is over anxious for her children. 

Problem: The problem in this case concerns the mother qui ta as much 

as 1 t does the child.· The girl is below average in mental ability 

and the mother never lets her forget the tact tor a minute. She 

continually calls her stupid and tries to shame her by canparing 

her work at school w1 th that of her 11 ttle brother who is consider-
1

~bly brigh.te,r._ In consequence of her mother's attitude, Number Six 

has developed a decided "interiority complex". 

'?re.atment: For somf:} years Number Six was placed in the third 

division of her grade, where she doubtless belonged in so far as 

herB;'.bility' w,, concerned. But as her mother constantly twitted 

her and u~ed the tact ot her placement in school es confirmation 

other a~cusation_of stupidity', :i.t was decided to put the girl 



into a second division on the theory that her •social destiny" 

will be different from that of the ordinary pupil ot the third 

division. Exceedingly plain talks were had with ~he mother. 

An effort has been made to let the girl proceed with the things 

she can do regardless of what she fails to do in other lines. 

She has always been promoted, though sometimes the card has 

stated that the promotion is •on trial". 

Results: Most has been·acocmplished with the mother. She has 

at least been convinced that Number Six's lack of mental ability 

can not be removed and has even decided that the child inherits 

it.- from he,r father. Placing the girl in a seoond•,division 

has given her more cont14e:i;ic~ in_hers~lt and she has actually 

done somewhat better work. _The greatest impr9vement is in her 

increased salt-confidence and Willingness to try. She is too 

large and physically mature to be held back because of failure 

to get subjects which she Will never be able to comprehend. Her 

good looks and her family's financial and social pos~tion will 

probably carry her through lite on a plane much above that of 

·Inany of her mental superiors. 
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Number Seven 

N~ber seven 
A possible pathological case 
c.~., 7-3; I.Q,., 89 

Physical condition:_ Normal, except tor a slight detect in vision •. 

Home conditions: The tather and mother are separated. A stepfather 

does very little. tor the support ot the tam.13.y. Home oondi tions 

ere extremely poor, though other children ot the :tamily have given 

but little trouble in school. 

Problem: Number seven has been a continual source of trouble not 

only at school but on the way back and forth. She is stubborn, 

is inclined to show_ oft, and has had several tantrums the causes 

ot which ara hard to explain. In one or two instances, these bor-

dered on hysteria or an insane f'renzy• Lying and stealing seem to 

come natural and are indulged in without any exhibition ot con-

. science whatsoever. Many symptoms point to the pathological nature 

ot her case. 

- Treatment: Oollfliderable time has been spent on the oase of Number 

Seven. Neit}?.er kindnesses nor undue severity- have much etteot, 

except temporarilY' • Paddling creates en extremel:y unpleasant 

scene_a~d does no good. In regard to her tantrums it has been 

found best to ignore her al thgether. Once when Number seven had 

thrown herself on the ground and was acreeming and kicking, the 

gong rang for .. convening school. Teacher and children went into 

the building w~thout so much as looking at Number seven. ni a 

few minutes ti;.e _girl walked into the room and took her seat as 



though nothing had happened. Pains are taken to see that she does 

not "get by" w1 th lying and stealing, and, because ot her in-

ability ·to go home with the other children without getting tnto 

trouble, she is often detained. 'l1his punishment she takes cheer-

fully and even as though it was an honor. 

Results: .No appreciable improvement has been noticed in the con-

duct ot Number Seven over a series ot several years. In fact 

there is reason to believe she grows worse. The mother, a weak 

willed creature seems to want to help, but can not muster suffic-

ient energy to do so. The destiny of Number Seven can be pre-

dicted with certain'tlr unless something can be done for her within 

the next few years. 



Number Eight 

NumberEisht 
A SUQ-nOl'!Jl.al'bO~ 
O.A., 15-6;. E.A., 10-l 

Physical condition: Norm.al. 

Home conditions: Number Eight's parents are both living. The 

father is a conman laborer ot fairly steady habits, but unable to 

provide more than the necessities tor his family. '!'he general 

condition ot the home is poor and there is little to inspire the 

children. 

Problem: He has never been able to do his school work creditably. 

It he knows his mental shortcomings, he is the last one to admit 

them• In tact, he is . e. braggart am makes sad attempts at ·being 

clever. He is ttbossyn, and as his retardation places him with 

much younger children he is particularly troubles.ome in this 

matter. 

Treatment: Eight does ao little in the third division of his 
, •. l • 

grade that it is out of the question to place him. elsewhere. 

His-ability to read is unusually poor so that interesting him. in 

the ordinal"Y' sch9ol work is out of the question. For the past 

two years he has been allowed to =take manual training with the 

boys of the junior high school. He seem.a to enjo~ this work, but 

shows 11 ttle aptitude tor 1 t. He has the fine quality of courtesy 

and this has been. used to keep him in line. He likes to perform 

errands and does them well if coached in reterence to what to say. --
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Re.sul ts: Measurable results are small. In tracing Number 

Eight's record over a period ot years there is little that would 

indicate an improvement either in his scholastic work .or in his 

general conduct. His neat appearance and his courtesy are his 

chief assets. It is quite likely that he presents a problem with 

which the ordinary public school is very poorly prepared to deal• 

It is indeed unfortunat6 that there is so little to c;>ffer to a boy 

with the limited mental capacity of Nmnber Eight. 



Number Nine 

Number Nine 
.An inattentive child with an over solicitous mother 

Ph:y;sical Condition: Normal• 

Home Conditions: Average. The mother is inclined to nervousness 

end over solicitousness for her child• 

Problem: Number Nine had all the marks ot the spoiled child and 

was exasperatingly inattentive. General directions to the class 

had no meaning tor her. She invariably had. to be told individuelly 

and emphatically what to do. Even this had no results unless ·good 

tallow-up work was done~ 

Treatment: :Number.Nine's seat was moved to the front ot the ,room 

11here the teacher's ooJlll'lallds would be more impressive and in no 

danger of being unheard. No beneficial results were noticed. At 
I 

the end of her first month at school_ her grade card was sent home 

w1 th the. word •Inattentive" checked. It is quite improbable that 

the ·child understood the meaning of this word or why it was check-

ed, but the mother did. 

That very afternoon the mother of Number Nine appeared 

at school. In oonvers~tion With the teacher she related that 

Number Nine had come hane heartbroken because of this bad mark. 
, -

In tact, she was hyster1caJ., so the mother said, though there 

were no signs of such 8n emotional upheaval in the child. It 

was necessary, according to the mother's statement, that she 

eom.e with the child in order ""to get her to return to school at all. 
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The teacher listened but refrained fran comment. 

She asked the mother to stay for the afternoon's work, 

which she did. At recess the mother again started the con-

versation but was asked to look at Number Nine's desk. Al• 

though the children had been told to put away their pocks 

and pencils, everything that Numb er Nine had been using was 

lying in disorder on her desk, while not another desk in the 

room presented such a condition. The mother was somewhat con-

fused, but excused her child by sayiDg she had always given her 

all the time she :wanted in which to get a thing done. 

After recess the recitation was in silent reading. 

In this work the children are taught to keep their books closed 

until told to open them and to close them again promptly when 

the specified time for a given amount of reading is up. 
Nllmber Nine's mother sat where she had an excellent view.of.the 

class, including Number Nine. As the lesson proceeded, it was 

quite evident that it was the mother and not Number Nine who 

was nervous. This little girl opened her book before the class 

was told to do so and kept it open regardless of the teacher's 

directions to the class, throughout the whole recitation. Not 

once did Number Nine offer to answer a question though every 

other member of the class did so. Her time was spent in gazing 

around the room, turning the pages of her book, and in other 

ways doing as she pleased. Not a word was said to her by her 

teacher, th<Xtgh it looked a time or two as it the mother was go-

ing to take her in hand. After school was dismissed, the teacher 
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hurried back to her room to discuss the child's conduct 

with the mother, but to her surprise that lady was gone. 

Results: Number Nine returned to school the next morn-

ing with an entirely different attitude. Directions were 

followed promptly and attention was all that could be 

desired. just what happened at home has never been learned, 

but the_ transformation has been permanent. 



Number Ten 

Number Ten 
An anti-social child 
C •. A., 9-11; E.A., 9;..2 

Physical condition: Fair. One eye is quite defective. 

He is small for his age and somewhat under weight. He is 

exceedingly fond of sweets and shows other signs of diabetes. 

Home Conditions: The fa~her deserted the lnother leaving 

her with four children to support. She works hard and does 

very well considering everything, but home conditions are far 

from ideal. 

Problem: Early in his echool career Number Ten manifested 

an intensely anti-social attitude. For the first year or two 

a. constant effort had to be made to keep him fr an actually 

harming his schoolmates. Rocks and fists were.used constant-

ly to make everybody afraid of him. His language was lurid. 

Treatment: Number Ten's case has had the attention of several 

teachers and they have agreed that he was not all bad notwith-

standing surface indications. It was noticed that the idea 
.J 

of good citizenship had a strong appeal to him, especially when 

he was given some rather heavy responsibilities in connection 

with his group's activities. He has proved to be a good leader, 

though it is possible that he depends partly upon the fear that 

he inspires in the other children. 

Results: His present teacher has taken great pains to show con-
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fidence in him and to praise him in a wholesome way. Ra-

sul ts have been quite remarkable. The whole appearance or 

the boy has altered. His school work has improved slightly 

and is accomplished much more willingly. He has been given 

a chance to play in the orchestra of h~s building, a fact 

of which he is very proud~ He still loves to fight occasion-

ally, but.is not continually forcing an altercation as the 

case used to be. Altogether, much credit is due to the boy 

and his teachers for the change. 



Number~Eleven 
A deficient child 
C.A., 12-8; E.A., 8-9 

-so-

Number Eleven 

Physical condition: Much below par. This boy has headaches 

and complains of feeling dizzy. He is nine pounds under weight 

and has a slight defect in vision. He is a cigaret smoker. 

Home conditions: The father died some years ago and a step-

father has sinoe deserted the family. The mother and a step-

brother support the household. The mother has always expressed 

a desire to ,cooperate but is ignorant and without much force. 

An older brother has had slight epileptic ·seizures for years. 

Treatment: Number Eleven has formed the basis of considerable 

experimentation in discipline• When.he first entered the 

Augusta schools his misconduot seemed of sueh a willful nature 

that corporal puni shm.ent m.s not infrequent• Truancy, with 

lying to evade its consequences became so frequent that the 

superintendent was called and administered an unusually severe 

paddling. Truancy has been lea·s frequent since that time. 
) 

His present teaeher has accomplished more with him 

than anyone else. Her method has been one of gentle firmness, 

disoreet praise, and trustfulness. She has set reasonable goals 

for him to reach and he seemingly does his poor best to attain 

them. 

Results: This is aoubtleas the case of a deficient boy who 



will always be more or less a problem• The school needs 

something by which such as he might be trained to make an 

honest living in spite of their inability to learn fran 

books. 



Number Twelve 
A morbid· child 
C.A., 8-8; E.A~, 8-4 
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Number Twelve 

Physical Condition: Fair. Enlarged tonsfls and frequent 

severe colds probably hinder her progress. · She is· slightly 

under weight. 

Home conditions: Number Twelve's home conditions are very 

unusual• The word home is out of place in speaking of them. 

The father and mother seemingly hate one another and still 

continue to live together. If the reports of neighbors can be 

believed, the father has not worked for two years, though per-

featly able to do so• The mother and an older daughter "hitch-

hike" to surrounding towns and are gone for as much as a week 

at a time• Both have been arrested for shoplifting and both 

are attendants at notorious dances in a neighboring city. While 

the mother is away on these expeditions, the children are left 

to shift for themselves, or are left with their grandmother, an 

old woman unable 7ither to understand or to control them. 
/ . 

Problem: It is easy to see that the problem here is the home 

problem and that the trouble in school arises from home condi-

tiona. Number Twelve is morbid, dreamy, and sneaking. She is 

selfish and delights to see others in trouble. But here again 

it is quite likely that taunts and gibe.a from children who know 

.something of her family story are partially responsible for her 

attitude. 
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Treatment: Although at times Number Twelve!s conduct was 

exasperating, her teacher decided that much of it was due 

to the feeling of inferiority in the child engendered by 
.. 

home conditions and decided to give her special recognition 

and a chanae for leadership. She was made the captain of 

her row and while before she had-been the willing cause of 

its failure to receive any classroom honors, she not led it 

to victory again and again. Great pains were taken to com-

mend her for her successes and little re~ponsibilitiea were 

added to her daily p~ogram :t'ran. time to time. 

Results: Although relapses have been frequent, there has seem-

ingly been some real progress. Twelve is happier and shows a 

scmewhat better and more moral disposition. With conditions 

in the home unch~nged, permanent improvement is almost impossible 

but the results obtained make further trial of the methods used 

desirable. 



Number Thirteen · 
A bashful boy 
O.A., .8-9; E.A., 8-0 

-f34. 

Number Thirteen 

Physican condition: Good, with the exception of somewhat en-

larged adenoids. 

Home conditions: The :rather and mother are both living. They 

are people of very moderate _means, respectable, and interested 

in their children. 

Problem: Number Thirteen was placed in a first division because 

of his rating in the Haggerty test. Here he was in charge of a 

well meaning but inexperienced teacher who completelymisunder-

stood him. ·To her he appeared to be lazy and impudent and soon 

became one of her chiet disciplinary problems. 

Treatment: Fortunately this teacher had good judgment enough to 

consult Number Thirteen's parents concerning his attitude in 

school. After her, conference with them she displayed further 
) 

good sense in admitting that she had wrongly diagnosed the case. 

What had seemed laziness was due_ to the fact that the boy had 

found himself completely lost with first division children, al-

though tests had shown him of equal mental ability with many of 

them. The grin which had so irritated the teacher was found to 

be involuntary and induced largely by fear. Once these things 

were understood, the teacher set .about to overcome them. EVery 

slight occasion for praise was seized upon. Little tasks that 
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would take him about the room and bring him before the other 

pupils were given him to perform. He was allowed to lead fre-

quently in the games and pride in his accomplishments was stim-

ulated. If relapses to idleness occurred, some cherished privi-

lege was temporarily suspended. The parents assisted greatly by 

following a similar plan in the home. 

Results: Number Thirteen has developed almost normal self- con-

fidence• He has become a fairly diligent worker and gives prao-

tioal.ly no trouble in the schoolroom. He still needs considerable 

encouragement, but there is no doubt that results have justified 

the methods used• 
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Number Fourteen 

Number Fourteen · 
A colored girl with an inferiority complex 
O.A.~ 10•0; E.A., 9-0 

Physical condition: Normal. 

Home conditions: The :rather and mother are dead and Fourteen 

and her twin sister make their home with a halt-sister and her 

husband, who are respectable colored.people1 quite well educated. 

They have no children of their own and are trying to give these 

two orphan girls a good home. 

Problem: Fourteen had never attended a white school until she 

came to Augusta where members of her race are very rare. She 

and her twin sister constituted two-thirds of the negro enroll-

ment in the Augusta schools. 

Fourteen made it her chief occupation to look tor slights 

to herself ~d to her· race. She :round them, 8.nd her methods of 

retaliation were primitive but thorough. She "chucked" rocks, as 

she called it, bit, and scratched. In tact she was a real terror 
) 

in the schoolroom, on the playground, and on the way to and from 

school. 

Treatment: At first Fourteen's teacher was inclined to be len-

ient. The child had had almost no opportunity to go to school, 

but because of her age showed considerable ability in the first (. 

grade to which she had·been assigned. Because of this, .and for 

other considerations, it was thought expedient to pran.ote 



Fourteen and her twin sister, who not only did better work but had 

a gentler disposition, to a second grade with the hope that this 

mark of good. wil1 might bring a show ot gratitude in the terms o:t 

better conc!uct. 

, The experiment was a failure. Four~een proved that she 

was able to do the advanced work, but the effect upon her conduct 

was exactly opposite to that which had been hoped for. It finally 

grew so bad that the principal of the building decided to ad.min-

ister corporal punishment. Fortunately the rules of t,he school. 

provide that at least one teacher beside the one giving the punidl.• 

ment must witness the e.:tfair. Before Fourteen got all she need-

ed four teachers had not acted merely as witnesses but as parti-

cipants. Finally, however, the p~oper dosage was administered 

and for·onoe in her lite Fourteen was subdued. 

Results: If the end.ever justifies the means it did it in the 

case of Fourteen. While she can hardly be called a model child, 

she gives no more trouble than the average pupil o:t her group• A 
) word is usually enough to settle her. She has since made the 

fourth.grade, completing ~he work of the third with considerable 

credit, though she has had to work in a second division while her 

twin sister has been able to do the work of a first division. 

She has lost her.pugnacious disposition, attends a white SUnday 

School--there is no colored chur~~ in the community-- and usually 

takes a prominent part in school ·and church programs• 
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Number Fifteen 

Number Fifteen 
.An irrepressible child 
O.A., 8-9; E.A., l0-5 

Physical cori.dition: Fair. Very small for his age, but is well 

built and only a 11 ttle under weight. He has to wear glasses · 

and is nervous and irritable. 

Home conditions: Moat of Fifteen's troubles can be traced to his 

home. His father, though coming from a prominent family, has not 

lived up to his opportunities. His mother fa downright lazy, 

and, 11' gossip can be believed, worse. Fifteen often says that hi. s 

mother is still in bed when he comes to school. This is often 

given as an excuse tor his unkempt condition. The children are 

frequently left alone at night while their parents are out, but 

not together. 

Problem: Fifteen has constituted a problem from the first ·day 

he entered school. During the first year almost nothing could 

be done toward settling him down. Fighting, swearing, and' dis-

obedience were normal tor him. Ria progreas was fair notwith-

standing his misconduct. 

Treatment: Upon reaching the third grade he had for his teacher 

a woman of maturity who was determined not to come out second 

best• Fifteen sensed the difference immediately, but had no in-

tention 01' giving up without a struggle. One of Fifteen's fail-

ings was a desire to be cute. To satisfy this longing, he will 



often do things to show off that would not look well in a child 

of' three years. His new teacher decided to treat him as though he 

were really ot the age he seemed to like to imitate. ·Accordingly 

she watched her opportunity and once after ~ifteen had especially 

acted like a baby-, she brought him to the tront and held him in 

her arms while she talked to him as -she would have 1;alked to a 

three year old child. No tone of' irony or sarcasm was used, just 

the simple, matter of' tact tones a lll()ther would use in impressing 

a very small child that certain conduct was ttnaughtytt. 

Results: While the method used by this teacher is somewhat ques-

tionable and would lose all force if practiced frequently, it was 

certainly effective in the case of Fifteen. It was a real punish-

ment, for one of Fifteen's .main ambitions was to be the ttbig boss"• 

In tact a good share of' his fights seemed to come about by an 

effort onFittean•s part to prove th~t his small size was no 

handicap. 

Fifteen has now can.plated the work of the fourth grade 

with fair credit to himself. He still constitutes a problem, but 

his teachers believe the solution is under way. His last teacher 

by a combination of Sl'lJIPathy, appreciation, · and firmness was able 

to accomplish much with him. Col'l>eral punishment· is not used with 

Fifteen, partly because reports have it that he is severely whipped 

at home and partly because experience has proved that it is in-

effective in his case. 
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Number Sixteen 

Number Sixtee:q. 
A dirty, lazy boy 
O.A., 9-ll; E.A., 10-ll 

Physical condition: Clarence is small for his age. He is other-

wise normal, except for a sli~t defect in vision and an oversus-· 

ceptib111ty to colds. 

Home condi tiona: The father is shiftless and a poor provider. The 

mother earns most of' the living over the washtub. The home is in . 
a poor part ot the town and has none of' the luxuries and few of' the 

comforts. The mother wants to do things for her children, but 

her work gives her but little chance. ~e children of' this fam-

ily show a wide variation in mental ability and general character. 

Problem: Sixteen has always presented a problem in school. l{e 

likes to be dirty anci is extremely lazy. While his mental abil-

ity is good, he simply will not do his work unless the teacher 

literal.ly inakes_EJ.m. do so. ·His teachers assert that he has never 

made a passing daily grade unless he has been forced to do so. 

Treatment: Sixteen has been tried both in slow and in fast div-

isions without any appreciable difference in his attitude or the 

quality of his work. He is sent regularly to the basement to 

clean up, but unless inspection is snre upon his return, he will 

slight the job. Penalties of all sorts tor failure to get his 

· work have been tried without lasting result. Conferences with 

the mother only show how helpless she is. 



BesUlts: ill methods have tailed so far to· bring about any changes 

worth while. 



Number sevent.een 
A bright smart Aleck 
O.A., 9-0; E.A., 11-2 

NUmber Seventeen 

Physical condition: Normal 

Home conditions: The home lite is average or above~ The father 

makes a good living, but his work calls him away from home a 

large part of the time. The mother has been ill a great deal and 

unable to properly supervise the conduct of her children. 

Problem: sevente~ is sophisticated. He i~ bold and thinks him-

self equal to any emergency. He is generally quite likable, but 

is inclined to act the smart Aleck, especially if strangers are 

present. He is much older socially than the children of his grade 

and has a marked influence upon them. 

Seventeen's.cuteness often passes over into impudence, 

and he has proved himself' untruthful and sneaking. During the 

past year he forged,his father's name to several checks, although 

he has a bank account of his own and a weekly allowance. Seven-

teen•s parents do not antagonize the school, but they do not know 

how to cooperate. In their opinion it is usually some other boy 

who is really to blame when their son gets into trouble. 

Treatment: Kindly reasoning has little effect on seventeen. His 

promises are fair, but are not kept. His teachers say he must 

be ttsquelchedtt periodically. No form of punishment or penalty 

seems to be lastingly effective. 



Results: We have f'ailed with seventeen. l!~ has passed into 

the sixth grade, as he is naturally bright. The next few years 

·will largely determine what type of man and citizen he is to be. 

We hope to find a solution tor his case before it is too late. 



Number Eighteen 
A deficient boy 
C.A., 9-5; E.A., 6-2 

Number. Eighteen 

Physical c~ndition: Fair, except tor a slight detect in vision 

which makes glasses necessary; Somewhat nervous. 

Home conditions: The father and mother are not completely in 

harmony regarding the disciplining ot their children. The 

mother is ambition for children, but is a nagger• Her mistakes 

are due largely to her ignorance as her intentions are good and 

she has always cooperated with the school. 

Problem: Eighteen has always been a problem in school. He has 

absolutely no interest in his books and enjoys only the rough.er 

sports. He is ~ubject to moods and does not hesitate to lie. Re 

is exceedingly inquisitive and can be counted upon to do the ·~· 

unexpected .thing. 

Treatment: The mother has been consulted many times in regard 
./ 

to Eigh~een and his work, but with only slight benefit. She has 

tried hard, but not wisely, ·to help, even resorting to corporal 

punishment to make him get his work. It is hard for her to und-

erstand that the real problem is his inability to get _the work ot 

his grade. · At school all privileges mat be denied Eighteen 

uritil he accomplishes what the teacher feels he can really do. 

Results: Unfortunately the publi~ school has no way of properly 

dealing with such cases. It is not at all likely that Eighteen 
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will . ever succeed in learning trom books. There may be other things 

that he would be able to do well, it properly trained tor them. It 

is too bad that he will have to spend years in trying to do what 

for _him is the impossible instead ot getting training in sanething 

by means of which he could make a livelihood. 



Number Nineteen 

Number Nineteen 
suspected tobacco poisoning 
O.A., 14; E.A., 10-ll 

Physical condition: Nineteen's physical condition is very 

poor, though better during the past year than at any time 

since he has been in school. This case has been one for the 

attendance officer and nurse rather than the teacher. 

Attention was first drawn to Nineteen when he was 

in the primary grades _because of the tact that he was both 

smoking and chewing tobacco• .Upon inquiry, the parents re-

vealed the fact that he had been using tobacco ever since he 

was a baby. Nineteen is very nm.ch under size and weight. Re 

has the appearance of a drug addict, is inclined to giggle or 

cry at trivial things, and is listless in his work. 

Problem: As indicated, the principal problem with Nineteen 

has not been one1 of outbreaks in school, but rather ot keeping 
,/ 

him in school and arousing interest in him for his work when he 

was there. 

Treatment: :Every absence from school is investigated inmed-

iately and many times Nineteen is brought to school after his 

parents ahve consented to let him stay at home. His real ail-

manta· have had caretul attention and an effort has been made to 

get him to give up the use of tobacco. He was taken to the 
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tubercUl.osis clinic in the tall ot 192'1 and pronounced a sus-

pected case. It was impossible, however, to induce the parents 

to follow the instructions of the doctor. Frequent fainting 

spells and other s~toms made further diagnosis advisable. All 

X-ray exaiilination revealed nothing of importance and the Wasser-

mann test proved negative. .All attempts to get the boy to drink 

milk at school, even though f'urnished free of charge, have failed. 

Results: Results have been slow, but during the past year a con-

siderable change for the better has been noted. The boy reports 

that he is succeeding in giving up the use of tobacco. He is 

more aler1;, has a better color, and is decidedly more interested 

in his work. He has missed but 11 ttle school during the past 

year and only when there seemed to be a good reason. He will be 

promoted to a third division of the sixth grade and will be 

given an opportunity to take manual training. 



Number Twenty" 
A moron 
C.A., 15-5; E.A., 9 
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Number Twenty 

Physical condition: Excellent. Number Twenty is an except-

ionally well developed boy. He is slightly overweight, but 

has no known physical detects• 

Home conditions: Number Twenty is an older brother ot Number 

Sirteej• 

Problem: Twenty not only shows the retardation of the t)pical 

moron, but in addition he has long exhibited· criminal tendencies. 

He is familiar, through experience, with the police court, his 

offenses ranging from the breaking ot church windows to burglary. 

Twenty is personally filthy. He has no interest in sch~ol work 

and accomplishes practically no~hing. In reality, he has no bus-

iness in the public school, as it has no benefits to otter him. 

Treatment: Contel-ences with the mother, punishment, and kindly 
~'/ 

· patience have all beex:i tried. Corporal punishment has been used 

for his most serious offenses but without lasting results. 

Results: Failure. The boy has now passed the compulsory school 

age and has dropped out ot school. .Already he has every mark of 

the professional hobo. It the school could have taught him to do 

something useful, perhaps much grief both to the boy and to society 

at large might have been prevent.ad. It takes more than an 
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"ungraded" or so-called "opportunityt' room to do anything 

worth while with such cases. 
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Number Twenty-one 

Number Twenty•one 
An incorrigible girl 
~.A., J.4 ... 10; E.A,, 12-2 

.Physical condition: Good. Twenty-one has no physical detects, 

unless over development tor her age might be called such. She 

is pleasing in appearance, and on first acquaintance would give 

one, quite a favorable impression of herself. 

Home ii.Bondi tions: The father is a steady worker, but a large 
~ 

tamily and much illness have tended to keep them near the pov-

arty line. The children are quarrelsome, and the mother seams 

to be unable to control them. . Twenty-one was born very shortly 

attar the marriage· other parents. 

· Problem.: As is sQ frequently the case, Twenty-one's problem is 

quite as much with the home as with the school. She boasts ot 

the fact that she is a problem. to her parents. She is sophistica-
\ 

ted to the last ~gree and has almost no wholesome interests 

common to girls ot her age. She dislikes housework and is so 

cruel to her younger brothers and sisters that her parents dare 

not leave her alone with them. She has been guilty ot striking 

her mother. Twenty-one loves to be the center of a group, does 

not hesitate to lie, and laughs when her falsehoods are found out. 

She is plainly interested in the opposite sex and uses the 

boldest methods to attract their attention. 

Twenty-one would probably not have been considered a 
/ 
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serious school problem if she had confined her sex adventures 

to ti-me outside of school hours. This she did not do, and her 

repeated absence fran. school brought her parents into conflict 

with the attendance law. It was then discovered that fwenty-

one not ill.frequently spent the whole night away-from home and 

that on several occasions when she had been absent from school 

she had been oft on expeditions with men twice her age. 

Treatment: As the attendance problem became more acute' the 

parents were forced into action looking to the better control 

of t~eir daughter~ The father seemed willing but helpless. 

Finally, however, the girl was taken to juvenile court where 

the judge sentenced her to a term in the Girls' Industrial. School, 

but paroled her to her father during her good behavior. 

For some time Twenty•one showed a marked improvam.ent. 

Her teachers encouraged and complimented her and her father pur-

ch~ed a piano in order that she might have something to interest 

her at home. Tb.8" old urge was too strong, however, and the parole 

was broken with the result that Twenty-one was taken to the 

Girls' Industrial School at Beloit. 

Results: Reports received from Twenty-one from time to time in-· 

dicate that she has greatly changed and is doing well.. She ex-

presses gratitude that she was placed in the industrial school 

and says-that she intends to b~ a good woman. 
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_Number Twenty-two 

Number Twenty-two 
An ·ttonlytt child 
C.A., 8-9; E.A.., 10-S 

Physical condition: Good, exoept for a slight defec~ in vision. 

Home conditions: Twenty-two is an orphan adopted at birth. Her 

foster parents fairly worship her and give her more and better 

things than she really needs. 

Problem: Twenty-two has always eonsti tuted a school problem, or,. 

perhaps, one' shoUld say she and her mother have done so. Twenty-

two has not been very popular either with pupils or teachers. She 

is inclined to be sel:t"ish and fails to recognize the rights ot 

others. Her quarrelsome disposition has been the source of much 

trouble and the fact that she draws upon her imagination when re-

counting things at home has frequently aggravated the situation. 

The parents have failed to secure exact obedience and this has 

made it hard t_or the teachers to do so. Twenty-two does not like 

to work to capacity and spent one year in a ~econd division at 

her grade largely because ot her stubbornness and indolence. Worst 

ot all, this little girl has been g:uilty of taking tllings that do 

not belong to her and is rather bold about lying •. 

Treatment: An earnest effort has been made to secure the full 

cooperation ot the parents, especiallY the mother, who has always 

been inclined to cri ti eize the teachers rather than the child. 
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Firmness in carrying out necessary measures in connection with 

school discipline has been beneficial to both mother and child. 

The tact that pleadings and tears did not keep Twenty-two from 

_spending a year in the second division of her grade resulted in 

giving both mother and daughter a more circumspect attitude. 

Excellent cooperation on the part of the home in the matter ot 

lying and stealing. has almost solved that problem, a whole year 

now having passed without its recurrence. Condemnation by her 

group has also proved effective• 

Results: · There is a notable improvement both in the child and 

her mother. The latter has been more careful in her criticism, 

and the child appears to be really trying to overcome her faul~s. 

Firmness and tact have seemingly accomplished much worth while. 
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Number Twenty-three . 

Number Twenty-three 
An awkWard, overgrown adolescent boy 
C.A. t 14; E.A., 14-3 

Physical -condition: Number Twenty•three is almost six teat 

tall with normal weight f'or his height. He is not preposs-

essing in, personal appearance and leas so becaus~ he does not 

take the best of care of his skin• His f'aoe is covered with 

"blaokheadatt and his sprawling positions in class are not con-

duci ve to the peace of mind of some of his teachers• Apparently 

he has no physical defects, but shows a mental and phf~ioal in-

dolence that his teachers find hard to endure. 

Home conditions: Home conditions are fair. The father holds a 

good position, but does not deyote much time to his family. 

Problem: Twenty-three is bashful and awkward. There is no doubt 
- ' 

that he is iazy and does not do his school work as well as he 

should. He succeeds in/working up considerable enthusiasm in the 

athletic part of the school program, and i.s known among t~e boys 

as a ~good sport•. It is not unlikely that his teachers should 

utilize a little more their knowledge of' adolescence in their 

dealings with this bor• Failure to pass in several subjects of' 

the seventli grade oon~tituted the moat serious problem. 

Treatment: Both the principal o:t: the building and the super-

intendant of' schools held coni'erenoes with Twenty-three's teachers 
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with the hope of getting a little more sl7ID.pathetic attitude from 

them. His failure seemed to be a real calamity for the boy and 

after careful c0nsideration of the case it was decided to let 

him proceed with th.e work of the eighth grade. However, no move 

to this effect was made until after Twenty-two had begun the re-

petition of the seventh grade work at the beginning of the new 

term. 

Results: Twenty-three has finished his eighth grade work with 

o:>nsiderable credit and has enrolled for work in high school. 

His general improvement is only fair, but is never-the-less notic-

eable. Teachers who were skeptical and did not hesitate to ori t-

icize the action in allowing a "lazytt boy to go on with his class 

when he had failed to do his work had to admit that he had done 

his eighth grade work better than his seventh and with consider-

ably less trouble to ~s teachers. 
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Number Twenty-four 

Nwnber Twenty-four 
A i'ully. developed smart Aleck 
0 ·A•, 13-5; .E•A•, 14.;;5 

Physical condition: Twenty-four is perhaps normal physically, 

except that he has always been a mouth breather• 

Home condition: In many resp~cts Twenty-four's home conditions 

are good, but being the youngest son of.a rather large family 

has not been the best thing for him. He is distinctly a "mother's 

boy• and while his mother is a good woman, she is more or less 

peculiar. Some of these peculiarities she has impressed indel-

ibly upon Twenty-tour. To paraphrase, her motto seems to have 

been, "My Twenty-tour, may he always be right; but right or wrong, 

my Twenty-tour." 

Problem: The problem has been as much concerned with the mother 
I 

as with the boy. The boy is loud, quarrelsome and self-centered. 
// ·, 

He has long been troublesome. As far back as the fifth grade 

his desire to be the center of attraction caused him to do out-

landish things+ On a certain patriotic occasion he seized a unit-

ed States flag, threw· it on the ground and stam:p~d on it to the 

utter amazement of the horrified children. As a sixth grade 

pupil, he was discovered making an indecent exposure in the ·a·ohool-

room. In the next two grades there was almost constant warfare 

between Twenty-four and his mother on one side and the teachers 

on the other. 
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Twenty-four has not confined his. misbehavior to the 

schoolroom but has caused a great deal of trouble in the SUnday 

School ot which he is a member. On one occasion he was ejected 

forcibly from the church, at another depo~ited bodily in his 

mother's lap, and at still another he was slapped. 

Treatment: Notwithstanding the attitude . of the mother, an attempt 

· has always been made to get her to cooperate, sometimes with suc-

cess. Advantage has also been taken of Twenty-tour's good qual-

ities, of which he has several. Chances to "show off" by making 

special reports and in other legitimate ways have been given him, 

while all irregular attempts have been frowned upon, or even pun-

ished. Corporal punishment has been used, 

Results: In the grades nothing better than an armed truce was 

ever secured, but last year when Twenty-tour entered the high 

school the case was different. 

For twelve ye~~ at least, there had·been no corporal 

punj_sbment administered to a high school pupil. Doubtless Twenty-

four felt secure on that score tor from the very first day he made 

trouble. Finally, one of the teachers reported at the prinoipal's 

office tha't he felt Twenty-four's case was one that merited cor-

poral punishment• Attar due consideration a good sound paddling 

was administered. Reformation dates from that event. Perhaps one 

· should call it a metam.orphosiS. At all events Twenty-four is a 

changed boy. J'ust how the punishment operated to bring this about 

is unknown, but there can be no doubt in regard to the change. 
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Number Twenty-five 

Twent?,five 
A writer of obscene notes 
OJ..., l5-5; E·A•, ll-2 

Physical condition: Twenty-fivets physical condition is poor. 

She is much under weight. Her tonsils are bad, and her vision 

is seriously defective. She has the appearance of a poorly 

nourished, uncared-for child. 

Rome conditions: The mother is dead and the .father, a man of 

questionable morals, leaves his two children, a boy and a girl, 

to th~ir own devices. There is nothing around the home to make 

it a desirable place. 

Problem.: Twenty-five is. wise beyond her years in matters of sex. 

Her source of information has evidently been polluted as her notes 

are exceptionally foul.· Her influence over younger children, to 

whom she was guilty of telling 1the most offensive stories, was 

distinctly bad. 

Treatment: A climax was reached when Twenty-five wrote an ex-

ceptionally foul note and signed a boyt s name to 1 t. J'Ust what 

she had intended to do with it is uncertain, but what she did do 

was to lose it. A decent little girl found it and handed it to 

Twenty•five's teacher. As her name occurred in the body ot the 

writing, she was questioned and told a great tale in regard to 

when and where the boy .whose name she had signed, handed her the 

note. Further details are not neoessary except to say that she 
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was finally caught in her own entanglements and acknowledged be-

~ng guilty. 

After. a rather severe "talking to" 1 Twenty-ti ve was ·al-

lowed to return to her class with the understanding that some ~ 

ther penalty wotLJ.d follow. As it was impossible .to believe the 

father would be of assistance, it was finally decided to let the 

nurse handle the case. Accordingly she secured all possible in-

formation regarding the home life ot the girl trom the neighbors, 

who in turn were told of Twenty-five's confessed activities with 

their children. The mothers of these children were asked to try 

to help, and several promised to do so. 

The nurse then had a long talk with Twenty-five regard-. 

ing what she had done e.nd what she ought to do. She also told 

her the things that she had had no chance to learn i'rom her moth-

er. Twenty-ti ve expressed considerable sorrow for her conduct 

and made promises ot reform. 
I 

Results: Twenty-ti ve has given no more trouble up to date. At 

least once she has on her own initiative assured the superintend-

ent of schools that she was trying hard to do better. Her school 

work is still far from ~atisfaetory, but w.lth her low mental 

ability, too much must not be expected o:t her in her studies. 
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Number Twenty-six 

Twenty-six 
A habitual thief 
O. A.., 15; E.A., ll-5 

Physical condition: This girl is twenty-three per cent under 

weight, but has never missed much school on account ot illness. 

Home conditions: Both parents are living and apparently have 

always been interested in their child~ 

Problem: Twenty~six is a thief. With the exception ot one or 

two years she has never succeeded in gett~ng·through a school 

year without some trouble because of this tailing. 

Treatment: Twenty-six's tendency to take things has been fully 

discussed with her mother, who was not wholly unaware ot it, as 

pocketbooks at home had suttered more than once. Upon one occas-

ion Twenty-six purloined a ten dollar bill from an uncle's pocket, 

bought herself two pairs of roller skates, treated the children 

of her room to candy, and gave, or rather tried, to give her 

teacher a present. ~s latter generosity, together with the fact 

that she could offer no reasonable explanation for the.two pairs 

ot skates, led to her undoing. Punishment was administered in the 

home and for two years thereafter Twenty-six refrained from in-

dulging her habit, or, at least, was not detected. Iast year, 

however, she helped herself to a number of articles belonging to 

her schoolmates and finally was caught. 

A confidential conf'erence·was held with Twenty-six and 
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her principal, the superintendent of schools being present. 

The girl admitted her guilt withou1i hesitation, said shw was 

sorry, recalled that she had peen guilty before, but call~d 

the superintendent to witness that she had stolen nothing tor 

n~ long time". She talked with m<;>re than usual good sense and 

seemed truly penitent. No punishment was imposed~ and, upon 

the girl's earnest entreaty, the mother was not informed• A 

few days later it was learned that.while she was making such 

good professions she had in her possession a fountain pen.which 

she had just stolen from one of the teachers. 

Results: Twenty-six has passed the compulsory school age and 

has quit school. She had long since reached her educational 

limit, and the public school as now constituted.had little to 

offer her. It is possible that with Twenty•six we were dealing 

with a ·pathological c~se, but however that may be, we can not 

boast of our success •. 
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Number Twenty-seven 

·Twenty-seven 
An anti-social, . abnormal boy 
o.,l., 14-5; I.Q.., 114 

Physical condition: E:x:eept tor being slightly under weight, 

this boy is normal. 

Home conditions: Twenty-seven is the oldest boy in a fairly 

good sized family. His father has held a responsible position 

for years and his mother is a he.rd working woman who spends most 

of her time in taking care of her children. The father is away 

from home a great deal ot the time. 
Problem: Twenty-seven has presented a problem ever since his en-

,rollment in the first grade. Much of his misconduct has been ot 

the irritating smart Aleck type, but now and then there .have been 

incidents that have bordered on the criminal. In the fourth grade 

a serious theft trom a ... down town store brought much chagr~n to his 

parents and severe punishment to himself. In the junior high 

school he kept his teachers uneasy because of his anti-social 

attitude in his classes. The scoutmaster of Twenty-seven's troop 

was obliged to expel him because of his misconduct. Just as this 

is being written he is under arrest for the theft of some auto-

mobile tires. 

Treatment: As a small boy, nothing ··but corporal punishment af-

fected ~enty-seven, who is a physical coward. In fact, much o:r 

his trouble in school has been with those teachers whom he thought 
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he could "ragtt. During his junior high school years it was 

necessar~ to discuss with him things that his tather should 

have informed him ot some years before. 

Results: It is aoubtf'ul whether much has been accomplished in 

this case. ·Removal to a larger city on the part of the family 

is going to place in the way of Number Twenty-seven temptations 

that it is very doubtfUl if he oan resist •. 



Twenty-eight 
A tease 

:.:..114-

Number Twenty-eight 

C9A., 13-9; I._Q,., 113 

Physical condition: Normal, but with a slight tendency toward 

nervousness~ 

Home cohditions: Twenty-eight is the ·only boy in a family of 

two children. His sister is several years his senior. The parents 

are good people with some rather striking· peculiarities. They 

are independient f'inancially and the mother is anxious that her 

children have every advantage. However, she does not always 

use the best methods.· The father, according to the mother, has 

many of the traits which the son shows.and which the school finds 

reprehensible. 

Problem: As a small boy Twenty-eight did not constitute a dis-

ciplinary problem, it pei:og in his sixth year that trouble began. 

Here he.manifested unsuspected tendencies, among them indecent 

exposure in the schoolroom. /Twenty-eight's chief fault is his 

inordinate desire to tease with some indications or actual cruelty. 

He has an abnormal temper and can be exceedingly stubborn • 

. Treatment: The mother has always been consulted regarding her son's 

offenses and has always manifested a disposition to help, though 

somewhat inclined to lay the shortcomings of the son upon the 

father's shoulders• Experience has taught that private conferences 

get much farther with Twenty-eight than public rebuke. Work is 
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his salvation and extra assignments, esp~cially in subjects 

in which he is interested are the best preventives. 

Results: Twenty•eight is· showing some signs of improvement. 

He is somewhat more manly. and has leas of the spoiled child 

at.ti tude. He is still a "little boy" in his play, but perhaps 

another year or two of adolescence will cure that. 



Twenty-nine 
.An abnormal child 
C.A., 16; I.Q., 101 
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Number Twenty-nine 

Physical eondi tion: Number Twenty-nine has, until the last two 

years, been very much under size. Due to an injury at birth he is . 

a decided cripple, a fact that has doubtless greatly influenced 

his conduct. 

Home oondi tions: The father is a hard working man who doubt-

less has tried to rear his children correctly, but in a great 

measure has failed. The boy's mother died shortly after his 

birth, but the step-mother has shown considerable interest in 

the children. The parents belong to a fanatical religious sect 

and lack education. Twenty-nine missed twenty~one days of school 

this year, as his parents had conscientious scrupes against vacci-

nation. 

Problem: Twenty-nine has been a problem ever since he entered 

school at the age of four and kicked and eursed his teacher. For 

years he exhibited the thieving propensities of a kleptomaniac. 

Lying seemed to coma natural ju st as profanity seemed to be his . 

ordinary vocabulary. Twenty-nine has been in the clutches of the 

law numerous times, principally .because of his thefts. 

Treatment: His father has always been informed of the breaches 

of discipline of his son and has invariably cooperated with the 

school. Corporal punishment has always been the most effective 

form of puni$hment. A :paddling administered by his father in the 
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prinoipal's office probably did more than any one other thing 

to break him of the nabit of stealing. In fact even now, after 

the lapse of .several years, the best method of bringing this 

boy to time is. to suggest calling his father. His orippled 

condition and the fact that his abnormal tendencies could easily 

be due to the injury he reQeived at birth have made Number Twenty-

nine an objec~ of pity, and much patience has been used in study-

ing his case and dealing with him. 

Results: Something has been accomplished. Rebellions outbreaks 

have been fewer and thieving has apparently stopped.· He is 

industrious in his out of school time and is partly self-supporting. 

His school work has improved and chances are good that he will 

complete the high school course, -- the only one of his family to 

do so. 



Thirty 
A sub-normal boy 
C.A., 8-9; I.Q., 71 

Physical condition: 
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Thirty 

Slightly nervous. Otherwise normal, except 

for a serious impediment in his speech. Thirty is the product 

of distinctly inferior parents. His mother, a feeble-minded woman 

died when Number Thirty was a baby• Qr the four children of this 

family who have.attended the Augusta schools, none.has had average 

mental ability. 

Home conditions: As might be imagined home conditions are de-

cidedly poor. 

Problem: The problem in Thirty's case does not really belong 

to the public school, but under the present law, it has to assume 

the burden of the solution• The first year Thirty spent in school 

he could not talk, al though he was seven years old. It has taken 

him three years to get anything in the· first grade. He will never 

be able to accomplish the work of the three lowest grades, and 

it is doubtful if he can perform manual tasks without immediate 

supervision. 

Treatment: During his first year nothing could be done with him 
"'· except' to get him used to the ways of school. The second year 

Thirty took a great fancy to his reacher who had only a small group 

and was able to employ special methods. He managed to learn a few 

words temporarily. His third year in the first grade resulted in his 
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acquiring a small vocabulary and learning some of the smaller 

combinations. Owing to ~is age, he has been pr0moted first 

to the second and then to the third grade. His work has never 

approached even the lowest passing mark, but his age and size 

ma.ke·it imperative that he should not be placed with the younger 

children. 

Results: Number Thirty presents another example or the helpless-

ness of the public school as it is now conducted to take care of 

such cases in which, by present methods, both the teacher's and 

the student's time is wasted. 
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A list of the schoolroom misdemeanors which must 

be reported to the superintendent of schools. 

l• Boisterousness 
2. Cheating 
3. Chewing gum 
4. Dawdling 
5. Discourtesy 
6. ·Disobedience 

. 7 •. Fighting 
a. Impudence 
9~ ·Inattention 

10• Indecency 
11. In(lolence 
12. Lying 

LIST 

{Loud 1alking, "horse laugh"). 
(In schoolroom work). 
(During school hours). 
{Wasting time while pretending 
to work). 

(By gesture or act) 
(Habitual laziness) 

13. Marring or destroying furniture or equipment 
14. Misconduct in moving into or out of the building 
15. Note writing 
16. Obscene or vulgar language, spoken or written 
17 •. Profanity 
18. Quarreling 
19. Smart Aleck acts 
20• Stealing 
21. Unfairness in play 
22. Use of tobacco 
23. Talking without pennission (Interruption) 
24. Tattling 
25• Violation of "Safety First" rules 
26. Willful, or unnecessary tardiness 
27. Annoying others (Tell in what way) 
28. Irritating attitude (Tell in what way) 
29. Whispering · {Unnecessary annoying) 
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Directions to teachers for reporting cases of discipline. 

A report on every case of discipline involving more 

than mere routine notice MUST be reported on the card provided 

teachers· for that purpose. This cro;d provides a place for the 

date·and the time of day at which the offense occurred. Do not 

fail to record both of these items. Cards should be filed with 

the principal of the building each evening after the close of 

school. Principals will see that t~ey are sent to the superin- . 

tendent immediately after school convenes the following morning. 

Try to classify the offense according to the list 

furnished. Make the history of the case as clear as possible 

and do not hesitate to use the back of the eard for enlightening 

details. State facts as they actually occurred, even though they 

do not reflect particular credit upon yourself. 

Please.remember that a discipline report must be 

made every day, whether you have any eases of discipline or 

not. 
. j 

Failure to make such reuor.ts will be considered a serious - \ 

dereliction of duty• 
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Reporf ·9f Discipline 

DATE ___ Jfc_!:y __ g _________ """_. TIME OFFENSE OCCURRED __ ;? _ _p_._rn~--------

OFFENSE~..:-----~----~t-~~~-iE_~-~O_!~~-:f_!!_O!~-~c!1_~-~~.5~~12~};_t_~-~~~~----------
-_____ !~B~ ~1_ E~ ~~1:.r!~ ~~_g; __ ~ ~ 9E~ --~1!~ __ t ~~9~S. .!~~ ~ _t_. ____________________________ _ 

' ' . l --"---------------------------------------------------------------------------
PUNISHMENT _""7 ______ ~§.PX!J:l1f::11.Qt19._...r".1Yld_rnr~d.e_.t.n._reiaU:U-·±h.e_ra.oii.ei{------·--

---~---------~----------~~----~-----------~----------------------------------

------~Q~9.tJlY_~J...:~uli_ ______________ _ 
PUPIL 

-----~fe~ude_Jlo.aud.so------------~
TEACHER 
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